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EDITORS’ NOTE: A CALL TO FERALIZE THOUGHT-MAKING
Danielle Cooper, Ela Przybylo and Sara Rodrigues
“Thinking and moving ferally constitutes a risk, both to the borders of
disciplinarity and to the author who is metonymically feralized along with the
text.” – Mel Y. Chen
“The only possible relationship to the university today is a criminal one” – Fred
Moten and Stefano Harney

Eschewing institutional affiliation and receiving no regular funding, Feral Feminisms
is a dangerous undertaking for a journal project. We see our wild state as necessary,
however, for fostering the “risky” kind of work we aim to publish: untamed, queered
and radicalized feminist thought that deliberately traverses disciplines, genres,
methods, politics, times, and contexts. We also see it as integral to and reflective
of the idiosyncratic configuration of Feral Feminisms, which presents full-length
academic essays alongside poetry, art, and cultural commentaries. Feral Feminisms
is a site for collective thought-making, creative exploration, and feminist thought
and practice. It is a hands-on approach to feminism today, as it is articulated across
various cultural sites. As such, Feral Feminisms explores ways to engage scholastically
but not exclusively academically in these neoliberal and precarious institutional times.
Embracing Feral Feminisms’ underlying aim to subvert academic processes, our
inaugural issue, guest edited by Leyna Lowe and Veronika Novoselova, examines
how resistance functions as a political act. This issue examines how the meaning and
tenor of political resistance morphs across time, geographic and cultural contexts,
and creative media. In this particular time and place, we see our undomesticated
journal as an accessible tactic for wrestling with the academy while still fostering the
intellectual work of thinking, making, breathing, and dancing, that sustains us and so
many others.
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GUEST EDITORIAL: THE POLITICS OF RESISTANCE
Leyna Lowe and Veronika Novoselova
How do we create an oppositional worldview, a consciousness, an identity,
a standpoint that exists not only as that struggle which also opposes
dehumanization but as that movement which enables creative, expansive selfactualization? – bell hooks

In “The Politics of Radical Black Subjectivity,” bell hooks pondered the meaning of
resistance. Resistance, she noted, is an activity connected to the process of coming
into subjectivity. It can manifest in fleeting acts of rebellion or in uprisings that
subside as spontaneously as they emerge. These resistances are spaces of possibility.
For hooks, revolutionary resistances are borne from these acts of rebellion but are
marked by critical awakenings that demand the recognition of the subject, new ways
of being in the world, and creative social change (15). In this short passage written
over two decades ago, hooks captured both the tensions and aspirations of feminist
resistance historically and in her contemporary moment of writing, while also
anticipating the importance of continued struggle for feminist futures. Feminism as a
diverse body of thought and movement of struggle has and continues to pose radical
challenges to the subject of resistance and the many forms resistance takes, and it has
been marked by both fleeting acts of rebellion as well as monumental struggles for
social change, often operating in concert with one another.
In this inaugural issue of Feral Feminisms, entitled “The Politics of Resistance,” we
explore resistance in its multiple forms, from spontaneous rebellion to deliberate,
systematized struggle. This special issue was borne out of the collective work of a
group of graduate students who spent hours planning, organizing, and finally staging
a conference that came to be known as “Dynamic Resistances: Complicating, Screwing
& Perpetuating Structures in our World,” which took place at York University on
September 14 & 15, 2012. When we were planning the conference, we knew that
we wanted to create a space that would bring activists, artists, writers, performers
and academics together to discuss the dynamic forms that resistance takes, and to
establish a forum that encouraged conversation and critique of feminist struggles
in their multiple forms. This first issue of Feral Feminisms extends the critical
conversations that began in the space of the conference, inviting further reflection on
the dynamism of feminist resistance.
Notably, contributors to this issue speak to the complexities, contradictions, tensions,
critiques, and exclusions of and within feminism and our social world more broadly.
The section that opens this issue, “Interrogating Knowledge Production,” draws
attention to the ways in which knowledge production occurs through struggle and
contestation. In particular, it is the effects and reconfigurations of institutional power
dynamics that our contributors examine in the opening section. Their ideas resonate
with the ongoing debates around the issues of belonging and privilege within the
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feminist movement and fit into the long-standing scholarly tradition of exploring the
ways in which knowledge is generated and legitimized (Haraway 1991; Lather 1991;
Luxton and Mossman 2012). Eclectic in their themes and theoretical stances, the
three pieces in this first section ask what it means to produce feminist knowledge in
the context of competing claims, and they converge on the point that institutional
spaces of knowledge production should maintain an openness and flexibility so
that they are spaces of democracy. “The Freewoman: Feminism, Dialogism and
Women’s Education” by Marva Milo carefully considers the notion of “dialogic
feminism” in The Freewoman, an early-twentieth-century British periodical that
was a platform for the debates on the roles of women in public and private spaces.
In order to illustrate the workings of “dialogic feminism,” she focuses on the debates
surrounding women’s place in higher education in the pages of The Freewoman.
Milo contrasts this independent periodical with other suffragist magazines such
as The Vote and Common Cause, emphasizing The Freewoman’s commitment to
dialogical interrogations of feminist issues and its resistance to adopting unified
conceptions of womanhood. The anonymously written creative piece, “Ambivalently
Yours,” is a creative exploration of a culture jammer’s personal struggles to
reconcile her “conflicting” identities as a feminist and academic who is passionate
about gender equality, fashion and the color pink. Inspired by feminist artists who
radically challenge the status quo, the author raises interesting questions around
alternative and everyday ways to enact change. Ambivalently Yours’s formulation of
conscious ambivalence as an act of resistance invites readers to see contradictions
and uncertainty as constitutive parts of activist practice. In the last piece of this
section, “Interrogating Inquiry: Resistance and the Academic Mode of Production,
(or, A Discourse into Left Field),” Hans Rollmann offers a provocative critique of the
academic mode of intellectual engagement. He illuminates the contradictions between
the radical potential of feminist theory and calcified approaches to knowledge
exchange within conference spaces. Humorous and pointed, his cultural commentary
asserts a possibility of resistance to institutionalized power structures of higher
education. Rollmann’s vision of resistance entails making the process of knowledge
production honest, interactive, and accessible.
The second section, “Vulnerability, Speech, and Resistance”, is comprised of pieces
that rearticulate subjectivity. The first two pieces can be situated within the larger
tradition of feminist poetics of resistance from such poets as Audre Lorde (1984)
and Adrienne Rich (1979), both of whom wrote about the necessity of turning silence
into action using language. Lorde’s assertion that poetry is about survival, about
naming our experiences, and about defying the all-knowing white fathers, surfaces
in Sheila Stewart’s poetry, wherein she explores the conditions of speech and the
subordination of the female speaking subject. Her first poem, “Dulcet,” ventures
into the author’s embodied experiences of being silenced within the austere setting
of a church, where she finds comfort not in the words of god, but in Lorde’s voice of
resistance. “Our Father” similarly challenges the sovereign patriarchal voice, playing
with the meanings of “father” and contesting the authority of the father to name, tell
stories about, and erase female subjectivity. In “Prière de Bonheur” by Isabel Baraona,
resistance is expressed as a “prayer for happiness,” or a sardonic lamentation for
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women to have a bit of reprieve in a patriarchal society that defines, overextends and
diminishes them. The poem disrupts patriarchal definitions of feminine subjectivity
through its representation in the plural – to feminine subjectivities that spill over the
boundaries they are corralled within.
The next two articles in this section further explore the nuances of resistant
subjectivities through a politics of vulnerability. Feminist recognition of the
vulnerability of the subject and the subject’s relations in the world has prominently
surfaced in feminist writings, particularly in those of Judith Butler (2004), to
counteract a politic of autonomy that denies the interdependence of subjectivities
and bodies. In “Invisible Manifesta,” Noel Glover draws attention to how problematic
it is that acts of resistance, in order to gain legitimacy, must be “recognized” by
a witnessing public that reads the subject as whole, impartial, autonomous, and
locatable in identity categories. Glover argues for a politics of resistance that is not
so easily visible and that understands subjectivity to be partial, multiple, fractured,
vulnerable, interdependent, and rhizomatic. He draws on Donna J. Haraway’s cyborg
as the ideal metaphor for a political subjectivity that resists reductive codification by a
witnessing public. In the last piece of this section, Weronika Rogula, in her short film,
A Slav for You, explores the everyday resistances of her mother and demonstrates
how resistance is never solidly steadfast, but rather marked by human vulnerabilities,
shame, wounds, and occasional failures. Rogula employs a split screen to represent
the discordance between her mother’s sense of self, her ties to Poland, and her disidentification with the Canadian nation where she has spent the last 22 years since
her arrival from Poland. The film comprises images and audio of her mother as she is
shaped by and resists assimilation–from the visuals of her exploitation as a low-paid
wage labourer in Canada to her narration in Polish that testifies to her refusal to speak
English and assimilate. This piece contains a number of tensions: vulnerability and
failure, desire to belong and dis-identification, and pride and shame, all of which
inform her mother’s sense of self and animate the author’s own resistances.
In the final section, “Bodily Resistances,” the authors play with the notions of
visibility and invisibility of bodies, and their relegation to the “abject” through
colonial imagining, medicalization, de-sexualization, and artistic representation. The
discursive production of gendered, racialized and sexed bodies has been a privileged
theme in feminist thought, especially within the past twenty years. Scholars like Susan
Wendell (2006), Margrit Shildrick (1997), and Anne Fausto-Sterling (2000) have
critically examined how certain bodies are deemed dangerous and unruly by epistemic
authorities, and consequently either posited as deviant or pushed to the margins of
public consciousness. As a result, they have resisted by summoning the lived body in
all of its messy, leaky, and sensory corporeality into theory and activism. The creative
and scholarly pieces assembled in the final section contribute to this conversation
by untangling the webs of Othering and the pathologization of black, disabled and
disordered bodies. “Hair Talk: A (Silent) Conversation between Afro- and WhiteTextured Roots” by Charmaine Grant, Sarah Steadman, and Pierrette Masimango
fuses photography and poetry in order to reveal the complexities of racialized
embodiment. Disrupting dominant understandings of beauty as synonymous with
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whiteness, their piece interrupts the process of Othering and resists colonizing ways of
relating. At the heart of “Hair Talk” is the desire to overcome barriers that punctuate
social life and impede mutual understanding. Jen Rinaldi and Samantha Walsh’s
“Two Women, Shared Stories: Contending with the Appropriation of Resistance in
the Context of Sexuality” offers two personal narratives that explore the corporealities
of resistance for bodies that are gendered female and culturally coded as “disabled.”
Although different, both narratives explore how the bodies of women with invisible
and visible disabilities are understood to be violable and subject to public inquiry in
a patriarchal society. While Rinaldi’s resistance lies in struggling against femininity’s
demand to sexualize and objectify her body for male pleasure by asserting her body
for herself, Walsh examines how her resistance to an ableist society incites her to
“flaunt it,” to display her sexuality in the face of cultural attempts to de-sexualize
bodies marked by disability. Lastly, “bodily loco/motion: seeing un-/disorder, the
body, and embodied archives in Eadweard Muybridge’s Animal Locomotion” by
Jessie Travis, focuses on a politics of archival representation of corporeality. Rejecting
the narratives of normalcy, Travis explores personal history to unearth “the unproductivity, the corporeal deviance, the excess, and the disorderliness” of the body.
Intrigued yet unsettled by the work of English photographer Eadweard Muybridge,
Travis situates the lived realities of the disordered body within the space of a
photographic archive in order to resist conventional ways of representing the body.
Taken together, the articles, poems and creative pieces presented in this special
issue of Feral Feminisms speak to feminism as it is rooted in activist movements and
intellectual histories of resistance. Ranging from the theoretical to the confessional,
they examine shifting meanings and modes of activist, artistic and intellectual
feminist practice. Some of the pieces included in this issue come directly from the
conference and others were solicited through a call for papers. The enthusiastic
response to our call for papers shows that the spaces where resistance is taking place,
from the everyday to the radically transformative, deserve further attention in various
feminist forums.
As this guest editorial would never have come to fruition without the dedication
of our colleagues and co-organizers in putting together the “Dynamic Resistances”
conference, we would especially like to thank Tanya Aberman, Danielle Cooper, Sara
Rodrigues, Ela Przybylo and Jessica Notwell.
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The Freewoman: Feminism, Dialogism and Women’s Education
Marva Milo

The early-twentieth-century British periodical The Freewoman was a
feminist weekly that presented various, often opposing ideas on women’s
situation and other contemporary social issues. Dora Marsden, the editor,
advocated a philosophy of feminism that encouraged the expression
of divergent opinions as a means of achieving agency for women.
This commitment to dialogic feminism was in opposition to the unified
opinions and goals of the suffrage movement. In this essay, a debate
about university education for women serves as an example of Marsden’s
approach as an editor. By giving a stage to opposing opinions about
education, The Freewoman allows us to see how charged education was,
whether as an oppressive mechanism or as a form of resistance.
In 1911 feminist activist Dora Marsden (1882-1960) established in London The
Freewoman: A Weekly Feminist Review. Though publication ran for a little under
a year (November 1911-October 1912), this periodical was a venue for unique ideas
on feminist issues, and thus can contribute greatly to our understanding of early
twentieth century British feminism. The Freewoman embodied Marsden’s philosophy
of feminism, which stressed the importance of expressing divergent opinions and
holding open debates. It differed from most contemporary women’s periodicals in that
it was not connected to any suffrage organization, which enabled Marsden to express
views that resisted both commonly held ideas about women and the dominant politics
of the British suffrage movement. After placing Marsden and The Freewoman in the
context of the British suffrage movement and the various organizations and ideas
that were part of it, this paper will focus on how the periodical discussed women’s
education. These discussions emphasize the potential for women’s intellectualism
to be a form of feminist resistance. They also serve as an example of Marsden’s
insistence upon dialogic feminism: feminism that is based on the expression of
diverse opinions, without intention of necessarily arriving at a final conclusion.

The Freewoman and Early British Feminism
The Freewoman was the first Anglo-American periodical to use the term “feminist” in
its title or subtitle, and it remained the only one to do so until 1935 (DiCenzo, Delap
and Ryan 165). There are no exact figures available regarding its circulation, but it
is clear that it had a relatively small readership, assumed to be between one and two
thousand (Delap 623). The limited reach of the periodical was at least partly due to
the periodical’s high price of three pence. It is known that among its subscribers were
individual members and branches of suffrage societies. In addition, The Freewoman
was read out loud, distributed to libraries and reading rooms, and circulated
among readers, all of which expanded its readership and influence, and increased
accessibility for working class audiences who could not afford to buy it (DiCenzo,
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Delap and Ryan 164-5). As part of its feminist agenda, The Freewoman was designed
to attract both male and female readers, and to open feminism to both men and
women (Barash 45).
Marsden started her feminist activism in the Women’s Social and Political Union
(WSPU), the militant suffrage organization established in Manchester in 1903
by Emmeline and Christabel Pankhurst. The founding of the WSPU marked a
shift from the diplomatic methods of the National Union of Women’s Suffrage
Societies (NUWSS), which was founded in 1897. The WSPU employed new and
militant tactics for directing attention to the problem of women’s disfranchisement,
including breaking shop windows, arson, heckling politicians’ speeches, and inciting
confrontations with the police. Marsden was among the minority of wholly dedicated
WSPU members who were actively militant. She joined the WSPU in 1908, when
she was still a teacher; however, after her first arrest, in 1909, she resigned from her
position as headmistress of the Altrincham Pupil-Teacher Centre to become a fulltime, paid organizer in the WSPU (Garner, Brave and Beautiful 22). Despite being
one of the more actively militant suffragettes, after less than two years of intense and
zealous activity, which included several arrests and one month-long imprisonment,
Marsden resigned from the WSPU in January 1911. Her resignation was due to her
increasing criticism of the Pankhursts’ autocratic style of leadership, which she felt
left no room for initiative and free thinking amongst its members (Garner, Brave and
Beautiful 46-8).
Marsden was not the only one to accuse the Pankhursts of being autocratic—even
dictatorial. Indeed, the WSPU had no constitution and held no votes, and the leaders
spoke of its structure in militaristic terms, often referring to themselves as generals
and to the members as soldiers. As British political historian Martin Pugh notes, given
the illegal activities of the WSPU its autocracy may have been an advantage, indeed a
necessity, rather than a condemnable feature (Pugh 176-9). At any rate, this style of
leadership certainly influenced the debates that could evolve within the WSPU, and
the flexibility of its members in both ideas and acts. This, along with disagreements
over militancy and party affiliations, resulted in a number of splits and expulsions
over the years of its existence. Most notably, in 1907, one group led by Charlotte
Despard split from the WSPU and became the Women’s Freedom League (WFL). The
WFL was more subtle in its militancy, and promoted collaboration between the more
militant suffragettes and those who favoured constitutional methods (Pugh 180).
One of the main reasons for Marsden’s resignation from the WSPU was the feeling
that its militant methods did not indicate equally radical political or feminist views.
Pugh says as much, claiming that “[t]he traditional focus on the methods adopted by
the Pankhursts has had the effect of obscuring the fact that in many ways they and
their followers were distinctly conventional in aims and attitudes. In reality, though
the suffragettes attacked and disparaged the parliamentary politicians, they desired to
join the system rather than to overthrow the status quo” (216). Looking for a platform
for more open and radical debates on feminism, Marsden turned at first to the WFL,
offering to start an intellectually inclined supplement to their newspaper The Vote.
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In her proposal to the WFL, Marsden suggested that this supplement would allow an
inflow of ideas from outside the suffrage movement and could consequently become
an independent platform. The League should be prepared for this platform “to be the
cause of dissension” (qtd. in Garner, Brave and Beautiful 52). The WFL was obviously
not willing to fund this kind of initiative, and, after a short period of working for The
Vote, Marsden resigned (Garner, Brave and Beautiful 52).
Marsden’s resignation from the WSPU and the WFL can be seen as indicating an
evolving feminist consciousness; as a result, she could no longer agree with the two
organizations’ focus on the vote as their main cause (Garner, Brave and Beautiful
47). It is important to note that Marsden’s intention was to start not a new political
movement but an intellectual forum for discussion. As Mary Gawthorpe, who was
co-editor of The Freewoman for the first three months of its run, noted in a letter to
Marsden that while “a critical controversial paper will always be in order and would
ultimately be a blessing all round…a critical movement postulates a pretty problem
in psychology” (qtd. in Garner, Brave and Beautiful 55). Indeed, it would have been
impossible to build a political agenda on debate and criticism, and these were exactly
the features Marsden thought were missing in the feminist discourse of her day: while
the suffrage organizations were moving away from abstract, philosophical debates
(Pugh 58), Marsden was moving towards them. She believed that restricting the
feminist debate to the single cause of achieving votes for women, without addressing
other aspects of women’s oppression, was a mistake. In Marsden’s view, achieving
women’s suffrage was not significant in and of itself, but could only be considered
as such were it part of a broader and more radical vision of social change. This
view of the aims of the struggle for women’s rights put into question not only the
WSPU’s violent methods, but the very ideas behind the suffrage movement as a
whole. Marsden’s opinion, as she stated in the first issue of The Freewoman, was
that “feminism is the whole issue, political enfranchisement a branch issue and the
methods, militant or otherwise, are merely accidentals” (“Notes.” 23 Nov. 1911: 3).
Feminism, as Marsden saw it, was an issue touching every facet of women’s lives—
private as well as social—and one that different women (and men) had opinions
about, some of which were contrasting. Therefore, it was not a subject that could
be addressed from the point of view of one collective, as was done in the suffrage
societies. Quite on the contrary, Marsden believed that “there is no essential virtue
in unity, especially among women. We are becoming more convinced that women
will have to move apart the better to come together in a wider understanding”
(“Superficial Unity.” 28 Mar. 1912: 377). For Marsden, the many ideological
disagreements and splits in its ranks, which had been one of the suffrage movement’s
greatest weaknesses, could become a source of strength if given a proper platform.
Thus, The Freewoman was conceived as a distinctly feminist periodical, or, as literary
scholar Bruce Clarke terms it, a “post-suffragist” project, which was concerned
with the broader aspects of women’s position, and with reflections and debates on
feminism (93). It was also a place where the seemingly unified façade of the suffrage
organizations was dismantled, their rhetoric and ideology deconstructed, and their
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activities separated and shown to be working counter to each other, thus showing
the complexity of feminism (Delap 620). The Freewoman covered a wide range of
topics, among them socialism, anarchism, sexuality, motherhood and marriage, ideas
of free love, women’s work and education; it also published poetry. It had a lively
correspondence section, in which letters from readers to the editor were published
and answered by Marsden and other contributors. Among the respondents were
authors H. G. Wells and Rebecca West; anarchist Guy Aldred; socialist and feminist
Ada Nield Chew; physician, psychologist and sexuality researcher Havelock Ellis and
others. The communication between readers and contributors continued beyond
the printed pages in discussion circles in which they met and discussed the topics
addressed in The Freewoman. These discussions centered around issues of sexuality
and family structures, topics which aroused the most controversy in publication.
The circles were usually established by readers who invited contributors to speak,
and records of the discussions were published in The Freewoman (Garner, Stepping
Stones 67-72).
The title Freewoman stemmed from Marsden’s perception that “though some men
must be servants, all women are servants, and all the masters are men,” and that
women faced two choices: remain protected wives, or take their place among the
masters and become freewomen. The former was the safe choice, while the latter was
the risky one. This set of choices stood in opposition to the position of other women
she called “bondwomen,” those women who were willing to sacrifice their freedom
for protection. The effort to join the “masters” is what Marsden saw as underlying the
feminist movement (“Bondwomen.” 23 Nov. 1911: 1-2).
The dialogic approach taken by The Freewoman stood in stark contrast to the
suffragist periodicals of the time such as The Vote; Votes for Women; Common
Cause; and The Suffragette. Because these periodicals were linked to organizations,
they reported on the activity of those organizations and promoted their agenda in a
unified manner. Even if those groups did not always agree with one another, they still
shared some opinions, mainly regarding women’s presumed natural roles. The three
major suffrage groups—NUWSS, WFL, and WSPU—were generally in agreement
that woman’s place was in the home as wives and mothers, roles that were based on
service to others and for which their purported moral virtue and disposition to care
for others made them particularly fit. Dora Marsden was keen on attacking these
views, and The Freewoman’s feminism rejected the appeal to the idea of sexual
difference in order to justify the demand to enfranchise women (Garner, Stepping
Stones).
It was common at the time to see the state through an analogy to a family or a
household, and this notion, along with the idea of different gender roles, was used
by some suffragists to explain why women should be allowed to vote (Delap 614-15).
Those suffragists used notions about women that were also used by anti-suffragists,
only with the opposite political implications. Women’s perceived characteristics of
nurture, care, and superior morality were presented as necessary for the country
and the empire, just as they were needed in their own families. Some suffragist
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leaders wanted what they saw as feminine—the domestic aspects of life—to be given
more credence in the public sphere. The NUWSS newspaper, Common Cause, used
women’s supposedly natural inclination to domestic roles to explain women’s demand
for enfranchisement. It agreed that women’s place was in the home, and added: “we
say, ‘Give us the power to keep them in the home.’ This is one of the many reasons
why women want to vote” (qtd. in Garner, Stepping Stones 13).
In contrast to the views that highlighted women’s service roles, what Dora Marsden
wanted for women was free choice and an expression of their individual will.
She sought a feminism that was individualistic, based on the particular merits of
individual women, and not on assumptions and beliefs regarding the sex as a whole
(Barash 47). Marsden’s opinion of what feminism should look like stood in opposition
to the idea of the citizen’s role, which shaped the struggle for the vote, and which
many suffragists represented as being focused on service and duty rather than rights
(Delap 621). Where suffrage activists used arguments based on sexual differences
that tended to emphasize the moral, emotional or biological divide between the sexes,
Dora Marsden’s freewoman prototype emphasized individual freedom of choice,
and was not restricted by traditional gender roles. Clarke identifies The Freewoman
with Edward Carpenter’s idea of an “intermediate sexual type” which transcends the
male-female division (65). This identification may be strengthened by the fact that
Carpenter’s name and ideas appeared in The Freewoman in several articles dealing
with male and female sexuality and its connection to women’s liberation, as well as
with homosexuality.
Marsden’s position, characterizes her—and The Freewoman’s—stance toward
feminism more generally. Nothing was taken for granted in the analysis and attempts
to resolve “The Woman Question.” Les Garner, suffrage historian and Marsden’s
biographer, writes that understanding how the perceived characteristics of women
were connected to their oppression was of central importance to The Freewoman.
Therefore the veracity of their perceived maternal, domestic and sexual roles,
remained open to debate and criticism (Garner, Stepping Stones 65). The suffrage
organizations accepted women’s perceived difference and their societal roles as a
given, and asked for them to be given rights, or opportunities to serve, within the
limitations of these roles and differences. Marsden, in contrast, sought a way to
promote the sort of debate that would enable women to understand the roots of their
oppression and to resist it.
While Clarke portrays Marsden’s focus as essentially more individualistic than
feminist, concerned more with the evolution of the individual than with the social
movement (56-7), it seems that the two actually strengthened each other, or that
this was at least Marsden’s intention. Promoting women’s individualism is in itself a
subversive act, since, as Clarke points out, individualism was considered a masculine
trait in patriarchal culture, and was valorized as such (8). Thus, the cultivation of
individual women and their intellect was a crucial element in the struggle for freedom,
which would make the clear distinction between feminism and individualism in
Dora Marsden’s thought difficult. The discussions about women’s education in The
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Freewoman illustrate the potential for resistance in women’s individualism and
intellectualism. They are also a fine example of Marsden’s adherence to an open
debate, even (perhaps especially) when the ideas presented contrast with one another,
and some of them probably with her personal opinions as well.

Women’s Education
Until recently, women’s higher education was perceived as having the potential
to undermine the social order by enabling women to step out of their economic,
intellectual and political subordination. As Dora Marsden saw it, higher education
could serve two complementary purposes, both of which were essential to women’s
freedom. One was to equip women with the occupational skills that would enable
them to support themselves without having to barter themselves in exchange for
men’s protection (“Bondwomen.” 23 Nov. 1911: 2). The other was to cultivate their
intellect, so that those women who had an individual view and understanding of life
could express it in some creative form (“Commentary on Bondwomen.” 30 Nov. 1911:
21). Both the occupational training and the intellectual cultivation Marsden advocated
went beyond women’s customary roles as mothers and homemakers. Marsden herself
had both kinds of education, having been trained as a teacher since she was thirteen
through the pupil-teacher training system, and later studying history, philosophy
and other humanities subjects at Owen’s College, Manchester (Garner, Brave and
Beautiful 14-18). She must have ascribed considerable significance to this education,
since until the end of her editorial career her name appeared on the masthead as
“Dora Marsden, B.A.”
One of the questions that arose time and again in the discussions was the connection
between women’s education and their place in the home. Suffrage organizations
tended to see women’s work in the household as comparable to work outside it, even
suggesting that wives should be paid for it by their husbands (Garner, Stepping
Stones 51). There were also efforts on the part of government institutions to battle
the view that housework was inferior to work outside the home. One of the ways to
do that was to try and professionalize housework, or at least give it the appearance of
professionalized work. Several articles in The Freewoman addressed a King’s College
program in Home Science and Economics that was meant to upgrade housework.
The first article, titled “A University Degree for Housewives?”, was published in the
first issue of the periodical, and was written by an anonymous female author who
signed as “Educationist.” The article begins by quoting parts of the advertisement
to the King’s College course of study, which listed the subjects offered, including:
biology, chemistry, physics, household work (e.g., cookery, laundry, and housewifery),
and others. The course was, according to the advertisement, “an endeavour to treat all
subjects connected with the household both scientifically and practically” (“University
Degree?” 23 Nov. 1911: 16-17). The curriculum was based on the assumption that the
natural role of women is taking care of the domestic sphere, and on the causal relation
between the household and the commonweal of the nation: “The moral and physical
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welfare of our country depends primarily on the training and healthy upbringing of its
children. This is the special work which Nature and custom has assigned to women”
(“Home Science.” 29 Feb. 1912: 295).
One of the main points of criticism raised by “Educationist” is the appeal to science
and the prestige of the university in order to keep women in a subordinate position.
She claimed that the government assigned £100,000 in scholarships to the program,
which was meant to attract young women to choose this course of study over
others. This reflected, in her view, the interest of men to keep women in the home;
otherwise, they would have given the same amount of money as scholarships to
women, regardless of their chosen program. The aim of the program as she saw it was
“perpetuating woman’s inferiority by perfecting her in the role which puts the greatest
difficulties in the way of her development” (“University Degree?” 23 Nov. 1911: 16-17).
As mentioned above, there were some women at the time who tended to agree with
the notion that the home was woman’s proper place, and thought that it is women’s
place in this sphere that actually empowered them. This view was criticized by the
author, who quoted a section of the curriculum that referred to the course as the
special contribution of women to the professionalization of housework, and remarked:
“That is the tragedy of it! Women make a ‘special contribution’ towards educational
facilities for women, and it turns out to be this” (“University Degree?” 23 Nov. 1911:
16). Implied here is the view that there is no inherent solidarity or unity of cause
among women. Those who seek to be free and cultivate their intellect face not only
men, but other women as well.
The article was followed by a letter from a reader, Adele Meyer, who defined herself
as a devoted feminist and suffragist, and claimed that “Educationist” completely
misunderstood the goal of the King’s College course of study. The aim, as Meyer put
it, was “to apply scientific methods to what is called ‘Woman’s Sphere’” (“Letter.” 7
Dec. 1911:54). Meyer further stated that the teachings should cause women to rebel
against the methods used in the household—but not against the idea that it is actually
their place by nature. Meyer regarded the home as the proper place for a woman,
and argued that domestic work is not inferior in itself, only that women should be
professionalized like those in other scientific occupations such as agriculture and
engineering. In reflecting a view that was common among some suffragists, Meyer’s
letter gave the readers a different perspective from which to appraise the course of
study offered by King’s College, and encouraged a discussion of women’s place in
society more generally. “Educationist” replied to Meyer’s letter, emphasizing points
already raised in her first article and pointing out that such training should not be in
the university, the goal of which is to educate, not merely to train (“Letter.” 14 Dec.
1911: 71).
The editors asked Rona Robinson, a chemist and former suffragette, to write an
article about the scientific education in the King’s College program. Robinson was the
first woman in the UK to receive a first class degree in chemistry, from the University
of Manchester, and she was part of Dora Marsden’s social circle (Garner, Brave
and Beautiful 19-20). When the editors asked her to write the article, Robinson
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was enrolled in the Home Science and Economics program as a student, and was a
recipient of the Gilchrist scholarship. She did not mention in her two-part article
what made her enroll in the program in the first place, given that she had a Master
of Science degree. While the reasons for her enrolment are unclear, her reasons for
agreeing to write the article are—she wrote that she withdrew from her studies and
gave back her scholarship “owing to increasing hostility to the aims and methods of
those responsible for the scheme” (“King’s College.” 15 Feb. 1912: 255). Robinson’s
article provides the perspective of a woman who got a scientific education, and refers
to the ways in which proper science education for women could improve their status.
Robinson noted that the scientific education that women got in this program could
not be comprehensive, if only for the number of subjects studied. For a degree in
science at that time, four subjects were studied to an intermediate level, and three of
these to an advanced level. In the King’s College program, women were supposed to
study fourteen subjects over the same period of time. After stating the quantitative
relations she addressed the quality of the science classes. The material was, in her
view, taught very superficially, leaving the students still far from even “the realm
of the young dabblers in science” (“King’s College.” 15 Feb. 1912: 256). Robinson’s
descriptions of the classes, and her ability to compare them to her own experience in
a standard degree program, give the impression that the King’s College program was
adjusted to the intellectual level and interests of women as its founders perceived
them. This includes applying knowledge in physics to cleaning, knowledge in
chemistry to cooking, and a biology class that covers various theories on evolution
and genetics such as Darwin, Lamarck, Galton and others, leading up to “general
conclusions as to the nature of Heredity” (“King’s College.” 15 Feb. 1912: 256-7). It
may be assumed from the inclusion of Darwin and Galton that an emphasis was put
on the differences between the sexes in body as well as mind.
Robinson accused the people who established the program of manipulating women
into enrolling in it insofar as its founder appealed to the prestige of science and the
university, and to women’s wish to professionalize. Rather than opening educational
possibilities to women, this program, she pointed out, deprived them of accessing the
advantages that were secured to men. The program as it stood “did not provide an
education in science, nor, on the other hand, did it provide training in the Domestic
Arts of a standard equal even to that provided in a school of Domestic Arts.” She
wrote that if the students knew what the studies in the program were like, they would
have chosen either to study science in a standard program, or to enroll in a Domestic
Arts school (“Home Science.” 29 Feb. 1912: 294-5).
As for women’s scientific education, Robinson saw it as an important element in
women’s liberation. Science should be studied not to produce the “womanly woman
and perfect housewife,” but for its intrinsic worth (“Home Science.” 29 Feb. 1912:
295). She also argued it must also be separated from the domestic sphere, for as long
as it will stay in the house, it would remain amateurish. According to Robinson, all
new inventions, even those intended for the home, were invented outside it, and
by men. “For the present,” she wrote, “women must realize that knowledge of pure
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science, and the power to apply it, are chiefly in the hands of men, and to men they
must appeal for application of science to the household, unless they themselves are
prepared to become serious scientists” (“Home Science.” 29 Feb. 1912: 295-6). Science
education could enable women to control the various spheres of their lives, but they
must start it by leaving the domestic sphere.
Women’s sexuality and the effect that higher education may have on it were another
aspect of the discussions on education in The Freewoman. Women’s learnedness had
been discussed in Europe for several centuries, and intellectualism had long been seen
by many as unsuitable for women. If a woman chose to pursue any kind of learning
beyond what was deemed necessary to her role as mother, she would be termed
“masculine,” “unwomanly,” or “unsexed.” Perhaps the most famous use of the term
“unsex’d females” was in a poem of the same name, written by Rev. Richard Polwhele
in 1798. This poem was a diatribe against Mary Wollstonecraft and other women
writers and intellectuals who, in Polwhele’s opinion, had forsaken feminine virtue for
intellectual pursuits, thus becoming masculine and domineering. In the nineteenth
century, industrialization provided women with more opportunities to develop
intellectual interests, and as a reaction to this change, medical and evolutionary
theories put forth new evidence to the physical and mental unsuitability of women
for higher education. Physicians claimed, among other things, that women lose their
sexual attraction when they become learned and competitive, and one stated explicitly
in 1885 that studying could result in “the unsexing of the girl” (Raftery 123-9).
Though several decades have passed, similar terms were still used when The
Freewoman was published. In her article “Spinsters in the Making” author Helen
Hamilton stated that college educated women are essentially undesirable and that
they destine themselves to a life of spinsterhood, since they lack the normal feminine
charm and attributes. She wrote that it is rude to refer to them as “learned pig,”
“defeminized spinster” or “unsexed woman,” but “there is no smoke without a fire”
(“Spinsters.” 14 Dec. 1911: 67). Hamilton claimed that these women tended to become
inferior imitations of men, with well-trained intellect, but lacking in emotional
capacities. Most importantly, perhaps, they lost their sexual attraction, and became
“defiant and almost fierce with the men” (“Spinsters.” 14 Dec. 1911: 68). Hamilton
found this to be not only unwomanly, but also detrimental to the suffrage movement,
since the sympathy and co-operation of men will be necessary for its success, and
learned women might scare them away. Hamilton stressed that all the adverse
effects of education applied to women who aspired to intellectual cultivation, and
that education focused on women’s role in the household would pose no problem
(“Spinsters.” 14 Dec. 1911: 67-8).
On the point of the sexual desirability of educated women, “Educationist” presented
a completely different view. For her, a woman educated in a program seen as
appropriate for women, such as the Home Science program at King’s College, would
not be learned-yet-desirable like the women that Hamilton positively refers to, but
rather “an intolerable, excruciating bore…She should be effectually suppressed”
(“University Degree?” 23 Nov. 1911: 16-17). On the idea of spinsterhood, an author
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named Elizabeth Barry wrote an article, in which she talked in very positive and
endearing terms about a woman doctor, who enjoyed life as a “spinster.” She was not
a spinster because she never wished to marry, but because she found her job fulfilling
and could support herself, and was unwilling to make compromises on a life partner.
Barry contrasted her spinster friend’s fulfilling life to her own married life, which
she described as years spent in misery and loneliness (“Another Way.” 28 Dec. 1911:
116-17). Barry and “Educationist” both acknowledged the effect that education has
on what women can bring to a partnership, and how it may change their expectations
with regard to marriage. Yet instead of presenting it as having a negative effect, they
portrayed learned women as interesting and attractive potential partners, and as ones
who may do very well without marrying at all. What is clear from both perspectives
as well as Hamilton’s is that the notion of spinsterhood, chosen or not, of educated
women posed a threat to the socio-sexual order. British and American physicians at
the time claimed that unmarried career women and political activists constituted an
“intermediate sex,” which had the potential of upsetting the sexual power relations
(Clarke 81).
The discussions of women’s education in The Freewoman show intellectual
cultivation to be a powerful way for women to rebel against the prevailing social
structure. As opposed to most forms of training available to women at the time,
higher education had the potential of promoting women’s intellectualism, and with it
oppositional thought and action. When combined with the economic independence
that university-educated women could achieve, higher education posed a serious
threat to the social order. It is evident from the different voices in the debate that
the authors realized the power that women’s education might hold for the future of
feminism.
The education discussion also illustrates the unique openness of The Freewoman
which set it apart from other suffrage and women’s periodicals of its day. Marsden’s
editing of The Freewoman, in accordance with her definition of feminism, provided
a forum for varied and conflicting views from within and outside the women’s
movement. The discussions generated in this way between the different authors
are perhaps Marsden’s radical interpretation of the genre of teaching through
conversation. This genre had long been considered suitable for women and had
previously been used in some of the earlier women's magazines and newspapers
(Onslow 166). But whereas these conversations were usually didactic and ended
with a clear message, The Freewoman discussions remained open-ended, allowing
divergent voices to be heard without one suppressing or silencing the other.
The Freewoman had declared itself different by labeling itself “feminist,” and for Dora
Marsden those open debates were part of what justified the use of this term. As one
who censured the WSPU for being autocratic and narrowly focused, Marsden seems
to have been determined not to let The Freewoman fall into the same traps. Allowing
contributors to express provocative opinions, whether progressive or conservative,
that would arouse debates and dialogues, was a way of democratizing feminist
discourse, in opposition to the perceived despotism and false unity of the
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suffrage movement. The dialogism of The Freewoman reflects not a lack of opinion or
direction, but a philosophy of feminism that sees diversity and its public expression as
means of achieving agency.
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Ambivalently Yours
Anonymous
How do you resist something that you feel ambivalent about? Can things
be partially resisted, while still existing within the dominant system? For
example, can I still be a feminist while loving the colour pink? These are
the types of questions that led to the creation of Ambivalently Yours, an
anonymous persona that explores ambivalence through drawings, public
interventions and blog posts. (ambivalently-yours.com.) My small acts
of resistance as Ambivalently Yours are meant as conversation starters,
acts of compassion and examples of active-yet-ambivalent resistance. My
illustrated text presents an overview of this web- and illustration-based
artistic practice.
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AMBIVALENTLY YOURS is an anonymous web-based artist. Her work is fuelled by seven years of professional experience in
Montreal’s fashion industry juxtaposed with a simultaneous investment in feminist art. Both seduced and disheartened
by the portrayal of femininity and feminism in Western society, the exploration of her ambivalence is central to her artistic
practice. ambivalently.yours@gmail.com; ambivalently-yours.com
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Interrogating Inquiry: Resistance and the Academic Mode of Production
(or, A Discourse into Left Field)
Hans Rollmann

In this creative commentary, Rollmann explores the dynamics channelled
through the conference space. Reflecting on the experience of the
Dynamic Resistances conference and others, he draws attention to the
unique vitality of the space and its capacity for both enabling, as well
as undermining, resistance to the instantiations of power inherent in
the academic mode of production. Drawing on personal experience, he
explores how power manifests at conferences and related spaces for
knowledge exchange, and questions what resistance might actually look
like in such a space.
We all know the type.
You’ve just finished presenting a talk offering a Foucaultian analysis of, say, Margaret
Atwood. It’s time for questions. A young man raises his hand.
“Thank you for this talk. But as I was listening, I couldn’t help but wonder: what about
Badiou?”
A response forms silently in your head: “What about Badiou?” but you hold it back.
You wait expectantly, for clearly the strategic pause after his question indicates he has
not finished speaking.
“I mean…I just found myself thinking about…you know, Badiou, and the intersection
of Badiou and how mathematical philosophy relates to all this…and, I mean, clearly
there’s a resonance here within aesthetics. I’d be interested in hearing your thoughts
on the subject.”
What he means, of course, is that he’s interested in hearing his thoughts on the
subject, and in ensuring the audience hears his thoughts, or at least, hears him drop
a few names and theories. This display is not, of course, about the actual process of
knowledge exchange, it’s about his concern with using this space—the conference
panel—as a site of production for and establishment of his own symbolic capital in the
academy.
The conference space is one fraught with such dynamics. And what of resistance to
these dynamics? As conference organizers or presenters, we all too rarely reflect on
the role played by this space—and our actions within it—as it reinforces a tightly
structured, hierarchical academy that many of us try to resist (or at least question)
within the research that we do.
Examples abound.
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●●●
At an international gender studies conference I attended recently, I witnessed two
poor presenters grilled relentlessly by an audience member in a queer studies panel.
The spectator took issue with their premise, their method, and their analysis. Just
when I thought the unpleasant hostility was over, it would begin again. No matter
how the presenters responded, it was wrong. They were missing the point. Dear
goodness, I thought to myself, weren’t we supposed to be oblique and obsequious in
our critiques? Wasn’t “wrong” the word nobody is supposed to say? In a world where
knowledge is constructed, identities fluid, and positionality everything, wasn’t it
supposed to be impossible for us to actually be wrong about something?
Horrified, I asked who this hostile interloper was.
“That’s Jack Halberstam!” my neighbour whispered to me, with all the awe of a
gladiatorial spectator.
My world turned upside down; how could my academic hero be so cruel? This
wasn’t critique: it was a battle; it was “you’re wrong!” couched in only slightly less
prepossessing terms. It was academic imperialism, it was deterministic, it was
absolutely terrifying!
But persecution hath its privileges, for the presenters got to sit with Jack at the
conference dinner.
●●●
Some years ago, my department hosted a talk by Jasbir Puar. I hadn’t read any of her
books, but generally delighted in her theory (as interlocuted by my professors). But
her talk, however brilliant, was so obscure I understood barely a word of it. Perhaps
it was my approach which was at fault: the initial sentence of her talk sounded quite
profound, but by the time I had turned it over in my head, figured out its meaning,
assessed its implications and was ready to move on, 50 other sentences had sped by in
the interim. I tried taking notes but that only muddled me more. Soon I was drowning
in missed metaphors and careening clauses. I surrendered any effort at understanding
and allowed myself to drift along the pleasant clouds of her finely formed phrases.
After the talk, I mingled with faculty and students at a reception in her honour. In
line for a slice of carrot cake, a fellow doctoral student turned to me. We stared at
each other in that awkward moment of anticipation when we try desperately to think
of something to say other than “what did you think of the talk?” before inevitably
resigning ourselves to the fact it would be somehow inappropriate to discuss The
Simpsons, what with Jasbir Puar eating carrot cake a dozen paces or so away. It
becomes sort of a duel: it’s not polite to be the first to ask the inevitable question, but
whoever seizes the initial advantage has the good fortune of not having to be the first
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to answer it.
“So…” my friend plants her flag. “What did you think?”
“Very interesting!” I reply. “A lot to think about, wouldn’t you say?”
“Yes!” My colleague eagerly, gratefully joins me in amicable, academic ambiguity. “I
really need to read more about affect theory.”
“Me too! Hearing this definitely has me interested in reading more of her work.”
There is, we all know, nothing at all wrong with indicating that while of course you
understand quite clearly the fundamentals of a field, it’s not your subject area. You’re
sort of an academic adventurer, earning extra credentials for the interdisciplinarity of
your interests and the breadth of your theoretical understanding.
Of course, one can’t venture too far down that road lest the scale of one’s true
ignorance be inadvertently revealed. How exactly do you address the fact you just sat
through an hour-long talk, none of which you understood, without revealing too much
of what you didn’t understand?
You attend to your carrot cake, of course.
As we awkwardly stabbed at our cake, a Notable Faculty turned around ahead of
us; he had overheard our conversation with sharper insight than either of us had
expected. Balancing his carrot cake in one hand, he made a quick gesture of his hand
flying over his head.
“Truth be told,” he whispered, winking at both of us as he leaned in, “I didn’t
understand a word of it either!”
And then he went back to very solemnly discussing the talk with his department head.
●●●
Liz Stanley, in her discussion of the academic mode of production, lists the
complex variety of “forces of production” utilized within that mode. “The ‘materials
worked on’,” she writes, “and the ‘tools of the trade’ include not only blackboards,
computers, blank sheets of paper, books, articles and conference papers in the
making, but also people” (5). To that list I would add not just conference papers
but conferences themselves. They are uniquely charged spaces that act as sites both
for the production and consumption of academic capital. This capital can be either
material (i.e., empirical data and theory) or symbolic (i.e., reputation, networking,
and something for the C.V.). Stanley acknowledges that conferences act as a space
where the exchange process of the academic mode of production takes place. But
there is something even more profound and less materially tangible occurring within
the conference space: a staunch reification of the structures of power that underlie
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the academic mode of production. We can, of course, try to challenge such structures
as we organize the conference: which papers are accepted, how they are combined
into panels, how the panels are structured, and so forth. But there seems a stark
inevitability about the form of the final product: somebody will preach to others, and
then others will respond. The “other’s” response might be supportive and collegial
(not just toward the presenter, but toward the academic structures with which they
align) or it could be hostile. It could reflect not so much an interest in the presenter,
but an effort by an audience member to boost their own credibility. The conference
space becomes an active and unpredictable engagement with the power dynamics of
the academy, yet the all-too-predictable result of this interaction is the reification of
the academy as a power dynamic. How do we move beyond such power dynamics?
Can we? Should we?
Over the years, feminist theory has successfully challenged rigid distinctions between
objective and subjective forms of knowledge: between knower and known; researcher
and “subject.” Yet, there is much about the modes of academic production and
exchange that have not perceptibly changed at all. Kathy Ferguson heralded this
fact when, almost 30 years ago, she observed that the success of women’s studies
programs—the field that had hoped to change all this—was
only a limited success, since organizational survival, particularly during times
of tight money, propels women’s studies programs into the same search for
protected turf, for alliances, and for legitimizing techniques that characterizes the
other actors within the bureaucratic setting. The requirements of organizational
survival are likely to penetrate into the program and endanger the alternative
values and processes that the insurgents seek to maintain. (210)

This reactionary turn, this blunting of resistance, is perhaps nowhere so evident as
in the space of a conference. Certainly, feminist academics present research that
has been conducted in different and challenging ways—the obsessive focus in many
feminist studies programs on methodology is a reflection of this intellectual priority—
but the way in which research is presented and knowledge exchanged has, by and
large, not changed. Academics still rise before others to deliver their papers, still ask
and answer questions, still publish their research in obscure journals. Stanley argues
the modern social sciences “came into existence as a ‘provider of facts’ to help political
rulers rule…[laying] claim to scientific status on a par with the natural sciences, for an
indivisible ‘Science’. And thus a place for its practitioners as fundable by government
and its direct and indirect institutional apparatus was claimed. Scientism has thus
been at the heart of the social science academic mode…” (10-11)
If this is so, perhaps the co-optation of insurgent approaches (like feminist theory
and women’s studies programs) in this process is reflected in their lack of critical
challenge—their lack of resistance—to such deep-seated traditions as the academic
conference. For feminist researchers to undertake work that purportedly challenges
patriarchal [scientific] hegemonic paradigms of knowledge and knowing through
the pursuit of radically different methodologies, yet to present that work within
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traditional, timeworn structural processes of knowledge exchange (i.e., conferences)
which operate as a fundamental part of that broader [patriarchal] mode of production
(thus reinforcing it), is to fundamentally undermine the utility and value of their own
individual interventions-through-research. Does, perhaps, the overarching focus
in many women’s studies programs on feminist methodologies represent a retreat
from the challenge of overcoming patriarchal institutions in the academy? The focus
becomes innovating methodology as it is applied to research projects, but not as it is
applied outside of those research projects to challenge broader structures of teaching
and learning, departmental hierarchies and decision-making, neoliberal universities
and other societal forms of knowledge exchange. Should, perhaps, innovation be
sought in the mode of academic production itself, before dwelling inordinately
on the methodological minutiae of research projects? Can we, in fact, undertake
transformative research—or research that has transformative results—when we fail to
transform (or even try to transform) the institutions through which that research is
undertaken?
To put the question more bluntly: when the arena in which innovative research is
presented still allows for and offers a space ideally attuned to the subtle, intellectual
jostling for power—criticizing presenters and theories through hostile questions,
building up one’s own sense of prestige through name-dropping and complex
interrogations, networking along lines of privilege in the reception after the
conference—one is left to wonder what innovation the research has achieved at all.
Jessica Yee, in a recent collection focused on this theme, referred to this phenomenon
as the “academic industrial complex of feminism—the conflicts between what
feminism means at school as opposed to at home, the frustrations of trying to relate
to definitions of feminism that will never fit no matter how much you try to change
yourself to fit them, and the anger and frustration of changing a system while being
in the system yourself” (13-14). Yee and her co-contributors perceptively identify and
critique this problem, but critique does not necessarily yield solutions.
In that same collection, Shaunga Tagore’s moving poem, “A Slam on Feminism
in Academia”—which highlights many of the problems and inconsistencies of the
academic mode of production—also reveals stirringly the material forms of production
(and reproduction) on which it is based. She writes:
Why did you let me in this ivory tower
filled with hippie feel-good activist academics
debating about feminist organizing in high theory discourse
while barely-paid migrant workers prepare lunches
for seminars, conferences, forums
and get deported the next day… (37)

There are other useful examples to draw on—and to be wary of. In a working paper
derived from a talk given at the sixth European Conference on Gender Equality in
Higher Education, Maud Eduards describes how ostensible efforts to defend the
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integrity and autonomy of the academy in Sweden in fact masked efforts by male
academics to resist state-supported gender equity initiatives. This phenomenon is
not unique to Sweden, but her analysis reveals how institutionalized processes of
knowledge production within the academy are manipulated as props to defend and
protect privilege (and resist feminist and equity-based reform). In her case study,
traditional “meritocratic appointments” (or the appearance thereof) were presented
by defensive male faculty as key to academic integrity, in opposition to feministinspired, state-sponsored demands for more positions to be allocated to women.
Not only did this mask the gendered nature of the “meritocracy” they sought to
uphold, but it also framed the key question—Who is producing the knowledge in the
academy?—as one of lesser value.
What is important to draw from such analyses is the tendency to reify the normative
traditions and structures of the academic mode of production as a means of waging
veiled political struggles against much-needed reform. Those structures become both
the sites of struggle (and resistance), as well as the tools of struggle (and resistance).
What is important here is to recognize and acknowledge the inherent tensions that
exist between feminist resistance and the academic mode of production, and the
structural manifestations these tensions assume within the academy. In the case of a
conference, it is—I would suggest—insufficient to critique its gendered content (while
happily participating in it at the same time). One must question what was it about the
structural form of the conference mode itself that lent itself to generating that content
outcome, and what was one’s own role as a willing participant in facilitating this?
There were, it is worth noting, some efforts to overcome these challenges at the
Dynamic Resistances conference. One panel distributed paper and pencils and asked
people to draw their reactions to the talk as it proceeded. They also commenced with
a round-table of audience introductions, to try to reduce alienated space between
presenter and audience. These efforts were not particularly successful for various
reasons, but it’s laudable that the presenters tried. Perhaps such efforts, applied on a
broader and more ambitious (and more reflective) scale might indeed begin to move
us toward true change.
So what do we do with all this? How do we reconcile the need to practice our politics
with the politics of credibility in a mode of academic production nobody really seems
to enjoy, but in which everybody feels compelled to participate?
Well perhaps the point is to make something of it that we can enjoy, or at least
something we can approach with a sense of deeper honesty and integrity; in many
ways, this means making the conference something approachable without fear. Fear—
of failure, of change, of challenge, of innovation—acts as a barrier to transformative
change, and nowhere is this more evident than in the academic mode of production.
Fear of failure is rendered all the more acute in an increasingly competitive
(neoliberal, corporate) academic environment: the scramble by a growing number of
researchers for a diminishing number of decent jobs within the academy threatens
to enhance fear of failure and all the terrible things that flow from fear of failure
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(lack of creativity, failure to ask original questions, failure to propose daring ideas,
unquestioned obedience to existing structures and customs, academic dishonesty
and plagiarism). When the challenge and barriers become ever more acute, however,
examples of resistance and integrity shine brighter and with all the more inspiring a
light. And such examples do exist.
I find myself recalling a graduate conference I helped organize a few years ago.
Naturally, as an organizer I was expected to facilitate a session. The normal
expectations were to make introductions, keep time, and ask intelligent questions in
order to help the presenters feel good about themselves in the event of any awkward
silences. My session went swimmingly until we came to the final presentation. He was
a doctoral student of education, and presented something-or-other on Paolo Freire.
I say “something-or-other” because, quite frankly, I could barely understand a word
of it. As you are now no doubt forming an impression of me as somebody who cannot
understand a word of any presentation I attend, allow me to simply explain that the
presentation was theory-heavy to such a degree that had the presenter been on board
a boat with Jasbir Puar, the boat would no doubt have capsized—in gentle waters.
As the minutes ticked away and we drew toward the inevitable close of the talk, I
was filled with a growing sense of horror and dread. Paolo Freire, Pedagogy of the
Oppressed, this was the sort of stuff I did! I hadn’t actually read Freire, but surely this
sort of critique of institutionalized academic knowledge and the need for community
engagement was something I should be able to engage with. Only, I had no idea what
the presenter was saying! What if I asked him something he had quite clearly already
said? What if I asked him a question that suggested his argument was actually the
opposite of what it was? What if he asked a question back? Dear goodness, what if he
asked me to clarify my question? (“Well, first, to ensure that I’ve asked the correct
question, perhaps you could clarify your talk,” I would have to respond). What if
everybody else but me had understood?
Well, time was up and sure enough, when I opened the floor for questions, an
awkward silence ensued. I forget what I eventually asked—something nondescript
about how he felt his intriguing insights could best be instantiated into practical
change in…the immediate context of…this specific academic community…Anyway, I
somehow muddled through and he gave a long-winded answer and thankfully it all
worked out and off to the pub we went.
The following year, I was once again assisting with the same conference. Once again,
I was drafted into facilitating a panel. Once again, I didn’t bother—I mean, didn’t
have a chance to peruse my panel abstracts until about half an hour before the session
began. One of the names seemed oddly familiar. Somebody presenting on Paolo Freire
and Pedagogy of the Oppressed. NO! It couldn’t be.
But it was. The very same doctoral student, presenting what at a glance appeared to
be the very same presentation. Had he not learned? Had I not learned? What was I
to do with this situation? Well, I resigned myself to the inevitable and when his turn
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came, I braced myself. But to my profound surprise, he began the talk by addressing
the one he had given the previous year. He explained that the previous year he had
given a talk on the same subject, but reflecting on that talk during the subsequent
year, he had come to realize how profoundly unacceptable it had been. He had made
it completely theory-heavy to the point of near incomprehensibility; he had ignored
the very fundamentals of his argument, by locating a discussion of the need for
community engagement in a completely inaccessible and haughty academic treatise.
In fact he wished to recant the entire talk he had given the previous year, and this year
he hoped to give the talk that he wished he had given the previous year. And then he
proceeded to give one of the clearest, most accessible and intriguing talks I had heard
all year.
The experience had a profound effect on me. What struck me most was not the
actual content of his talk, but the fact of his publicly recanting the previous year’s
talk—the fact he had recognized an incongruity in his approach to the academic mode
of production, at least insofar as it related to that which he was trying to produce
through this mode—a method of enhancing the impact and role of the academy on
community-based change initiatives.
This here was an act of resistance: a courageous act with meaning far beyond the
substance of his research. His resistance to the very mode of production to which he
had contributed the previous year was fearless, personal…and inspiring. This was a
resistance to the entire mode of academic production that would resonate with me
for years. I often wonder to myself whether (in the unlikely event I might find myself
wrong about something) I would have the same courage this fellow had. Would my
instincts lead me toward resisting the strictures of a system that reifies itself even as
we seek to resist it?
Would any of us?
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Dulcet

Sheila Stewart
Five years later, he held a meeting in the neighborhood and remarked
that he thought most of the congregation had come to look at his wig.
							John Asbury
Did they come to look at Mother’s hat, my legs
swinging beneath the pew, scabby knees,
the backs of my brothers’ necks,
shirts white or blue? Did hair touch
their collars, were the collars clean?
Consider the lilies of the field, how they grow;
they toil not, neither do they spin.
What about the dirt under the minister’s
daughter’s nails, her hair unwashed?
His wife’s breath—was it sweet? His
daughter’s words and tone—dulcet
like a meadowlark or harsh like a fishmonger?
Though I walk through the valley of the shadow
Who is with me as I feast on fear
words of condemnation: neither poet
nor scholar, fish nor fowl
—dilettante, failed
to choose
Audre Lorde, thy rod and thy staff
they comfort me
when we speak we are afraid
our words will not be heard
nor welcomed
but when we are silent
we are still afraid
so it is better to speak
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Our Father

Sheila Stewart
What do you do in a room
full of fathers? Doctors,
teachers, lawyers,
dentists waiting to pry open
your mouth and declare you unsuitable, unstable, unworthy, unlovable, unreachable, uncouth,
unwilling to floss your teeth.
You don’t know when to speak.
Fathers popping up everywhere, until Our Father who
happens to be your biological father
dead as a doornail, dead
and buried. Before you know,
deep-down dead. You reckon
he wasn’t your intellectual father,
your spiritual father.
Nemesis, your un-doing, un-father, undone. You want to forgive him—end
of the ’50s, he had something to do with
your birth. He was sleeping at home,
got the call. “A girl, a girl, a much longedfor girl.” He told the birth tale
Mum enacted—her labour
			
untold.
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Notes
In “Dulcet,” the quotes from the King James Bible, Matthew 6:28 and Psalm 23:4, appear
in italics within the poem. The opening epigraph describes visits of Francis Asbury, the
“Father of American Methodism,” to a rural area of South Carolina. It is found in the
Administration in the State of South Carolina, U.S. public relief program (1935-1943).
South Carolina: A Guide to the Palmetto State (The WPA Guide to South Carolina) p.
350, Oxford University Press (1941). The following quote includes the line preceding the
epigraph used above: “Passing through here in 1795, Bishop Asbury commented, ‘the
country improves in cultivation, wickedness, mills, and stills.’ Five years later, he held a
meeting in the neighbourhood and remarked that he thought most of the congregation had
come to look at his wig.” Audre Lorde’s words are from “A Litany for Survival” The Black
Unicorn: Poems (1978), p. 31-32.

SHEILA STEWART’S poetry collections include The Shape of a Throat (Signature Editions, 2012) and A
Hat to Stop a Train (Wolsak and Wynn, 2003). Stewart co-edited The Art of Poetic Inquiry (Backalong
Books, 2012). Stewart’s work has been published in such journals as: ARC; CV2; Fireweed; Tessera; The
Malahat Review; Descant; and The New Quarterly. Stewart is completing a PhD at the Ontario Institute
for Studies in Education.
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Prière de Bonheur

Isabel Baraona

je, sujet masculin.
nous, pluriel féminin.
nous qui sommes seulement presque
qui ne sommes qu’en devenir,
bleu ou rouge selon un grand auteur.
nous, plurielles et parfois répétitives,
qui sommes les élues, mais pas les plus belles
qui sommes les aimées, mais pas les plus jeunes
nous, gauches et sans gêne, entre squelette et survie
qui nous écorchons la peau pour trouver un cœur
qui écoutons l’amour des hommes comme s’ils étaient des femmes.
(celles qui aiment, maîtresses indifférentes d'être ou pas aimées)
nous qui ayant effleuré ta peau avons faim.
nous contre toi, contre le mur, contre le ciment,
qui avons un corps lourds et beaucoup trop grand,
et qui subissons l’amour par un trou,
par les pores, par la noirceur des yeux, par la bouche.
une personne entière réduite à son sexe
et ainsi, parfois, un monde tout petit devient abîme.
nous qui avons un cœur et deux langues
dont une ne peut être employée qu’en cas de péril.
nous, immergées, lucides, entêtées d’y être
qui savons qu’une maison n’est qu’un corps
(a)mère cimentée dans un transitoire espace physique
nous, qu’un imperceptible fil sauve et suspend au creux de la folie
qui ne parlons pas d’angoisse, puisque les mots sont dessein
nous, sidérées par l’entité incontestable du père,
et qui survivons à l’icône défaite en orage.
souvent ravagées par la bienveillante bonté des autres,
nous qui prions tous les jours pour un peu de bonheur
avec beaucoup de mots pathétiques
des paroles séculaires et un peu de vérité.
nous, quasi indemnes, si démunies et sans tribu
ne savons nommer d’enfant pour devenir peuple
nous, les si pauvres, avons la vocation intègre d’être les plus libres
qui ne sommes même pas une personne mais presque,
nous prions toujours et encore, pour un bonheur léger et vif
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Statement on Poetry
We inherited from Classical culture a lineage of feral female tragic characters. Although
today almost forgotten, Antigone, Medea, and Cassandra, defied patriarchal law and
endured the consequences. These are women who were tamed neither by their own fears
nor by their fathers, older brothers, husbands, or priests. “Prière de Bonheur” [Prayer for
Happiness] is a plural voice. A “we,” aware of their imperfections, claiming for joy and for a
singularity. It is a pathetic and epic song about being a woman. This text, originally written
in French, is dedicated to the Belgian writer Henry Bauchau.

ISABEL BARAONA graduated in Painting at La Cambre, Brussels, in 2002. In 2011, she obtained a PhD
in Visual Arts from UP Valência with the research project “Self-Portrait and Self-Representation: A
Change of Paradigm in the 20th Century.” Baraona has been lecturing at ESAD.CR in Portugal since
2003. She has exhibited her work since 2001, participating in several solo and group shows in Belgium,
Portugal, Norway, and South Korea.
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Invisible Manifesta

Noel Glover

There is a visual field that codifies the appeals (and appearance) of
resistance; there is also a spectatorship that promulgates resistant cries.
In practice, any call to arms has in view the authority against which
it flies its flag, and furthermore such a call must eventually be seen,
visualized, recognized and granted status by the very powers it decries
against. This paper wonders about the nature of the relationship between
resistance and visibility. With an emphasis on the classroom as a site of
resistance, I am interested in how intensive, unseen and interconnecting
displays of plurality, that is, interdependence can resist the cultural,
neoliberal ideal of the independent and productive citizen. It is my
contention that there is a structural commonality between resistance and
appearance that more than likens their praxis and more than similarly
politicizes the imbalance of autonomy wielded at their opertational
extremities, a commonality that, in the last analysis, unites them, even in
their cause.
Our question then becomes: in what way is resistance to a cultural fiction possible? In
answering this question, this paper endeavors at the same time to skew our intuitive
image of resistance, to make myopic that part of the spectacular cry that is meant for
change. What I want to suggest is that it is not so much observable and recognizable
resistance that we should call for, but instead, the enactment of something much less
visible, something astir yet imperceptible. What I will describe, in fact, is a refusal to
appear, and a rejection of a prescribed cultural identity. And perhaps this is precisely
what resistance already requires: that we seek identifications as against identity,
constant re-assembly as against holism—perpetual transience. If independence is an
ideological line of desire laid before us by our very senus communis, then resistance
must afford us a line of flight and a runoff, the manifestation of an alternative to
what counts, at least visually, as the lived experience of interdependent subjects.
What this paper offers, then, is a new myth, cloaked in the invisibility of all myths, a
politics of positioning that draws a diagonal line right through the segmentarity of a
neoliberal ideal. This is a presentation of a resistant-self and witnessing-other that
falls somewhere outside the imposed lines and planned publicity of our national and/
or socio-cultural identities. This is a presentation of self as always either less than one
or more than one, but never solely, never absolutely, only as one.
In this vein—and with one eye closed—this paper is a projection of a new vision
of resistance, one that is at once both disrupting and unnoticed, transgressive
and unmarked—the kind of vision that pervades dreams. Resistance can be a
transformation of cultural substances that preserves a fundamental social motility,
a phenomenon that startles us into action while still remaining uncategorized by
the reality and roaming index of the spectatorial gaze. What I am proposing is
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that the exigencies of resistance are in a sense confined to the shadows, and to the
indeterminate representations they inspire. Finally, I think we should expect that
resistance will even refuse us, its actors, at times, and even precisely at the moment of
its manifestation.
I would ask, however, how an actor can challenge a cultural norm, like that of
independence, if she must first be fit to be seen, which is to say, in this case, if she
must first take up the cultural discourse of self-sufficiency in order even to be heard
in the first place? Hannah Arendt insists that “only the spectator occupies a position
that enables [her] to see the whole; the actor, because [s]he is part of the play, must
enact [her]…part—[s]he is partial by definition” (55). The saliency of a contravening
act, therefore, seems to rest in the form its exhibition takes and according strictly to
the reception such a performance procures from its public. Arendt is clear: “For the
actor, the decisive question is thus how [s]he appears to others; the actor is dependent
on the opinion of the spectator; [s]he is not autonomous” (55). One might find the
contingency of this scene troubling. If the actor’s main concern is with her appearance
before an impartial, that is to say, disinterested, public, and if she must rely so heavily
upon the visibility of her actions and, moreover, if in acting thusly she is without
autonomy, then in what way is her resistance even possible? Can she, with her cries,
ever resist the population she must take as her witness?
In his book, Cultural Intimacy: Social Poetics in the Nation-State, Michael Herzfeld
wonders at the outset about how certain acts of resistance, “so often in direct
contravention of state authority—actually constitute the state as well as a huge
range of national and other identities” (2). The appropriative gaze of the spectator
can actually subvert the defiant act and restore the order of existing conditions.
It is as though each rebellious provocation can simply be counterbalanced by an
equal and opposite reinforcing attitude within its public receptors—a perpetual
re-calibration of the status quo. Herzfeld follows by diagnosing a tension between
two presentations of identity within our daily lives: the formal image or official view
of the national or collective self, and the intimate and creative presentation—an
informal image and unofficial view—of the individual self. Control of the formal
image, according to Herzfeld, allows for significant play within the creative content
of the self. “What matters socially,” he says, “is how these codes are actually used”
(19). So, the social actor must master the codes of her formal image. She must with
due calculation present a vision of herself—in our case a vision of independence
and autonomous productivity—to the scrutiny of the public, a moral performance
congruent with the sensus communis that yet contains a clandestine and informal
articulation of self within it. She must work underneath the moralizing visibility of her
official presentation of self. She must still appear according to certain institutions of
citizenship (employment, education, consumerism etc.), but only partially, with one
of her sides undetected by the regulating authority of the spectator. To resist, then,
is to fool the witnessing public, to blindside the roaming spectator, or to perform a
veritable slight of hand. Resistance, at bottom, may always be an act performed in the
dark, an act “which may later emerge in resplendently militant and public form,” but
not in its conception, not in the first analysis (Herzfeld 14).
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How, then, does one go about obstructing the measuring gaze of the public, of the
other, that seer who refuses to be seen in return? How does one veil the penetrating
look of a spectatorship that must see all in order to inaugurate the very morality of the
political act, spectacle, or occurrence? How can one refuse a fiction of independence
without submitting to a public that only ever venerates, only ever recognizes the
signifiers of self-sufficiency?
Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari extend Herzfeld’s postulation, claiming that “there
are two very different types of relations: intrinsic relations of couples involving
well-determined aggregates…(social classes, men and women…), and less localizable
relations that are always external to themselves and instead concern flows and
particles eluding those classes, sexes, and persons” (216-217). These intimate
relations, flows and particles, are ingredients in the political act, in any act, and they
elude the all-too visible contours of class, sex and persons. To resist the “segmentarity
along which everyone will be judged and rectified according to his or her contours,
individual or collective,” that is, to exist outside the contingency of the stringently
visible and the visibly stringent, is to take control of the extrinsic and imperceptible
relations that flow between contours, between segments (Deleuze & Guattari 222). In
other words, resistance is concerned with intensities, with the affective or emotional
exchanges that flow between self and other. For example, in the classroom, as learners
and as teachers, we do not resist our education with the exuberance of a dissenting
plaint, which more directly calls for progress and development within existing
conditions. Instead, we resist our education in unseen affective confrontations, in
emotional storms. We turn from the other emotionally, intensely, frustrated by our
encounter with the unknown. Resistance in the classroom pertains to relational
evacuations, flows of desire. These exchanges hide from view and potentiate a devious
performance of self, enacted decidedly between identities (subjectivities), in-between
official (singular) and creative (plural) performances of selfhood (Deleuze & Guattari
223). In other words, we resist not just from the so-called seat of our pants, but from a
seat that we share and exchange with others.
Furthermore, as Deborah Britzman notes, “thinking the thought of education…
begins with the problem of resistance, or turning away” (18). Education is unique
for its recommendation that otherness be faced. And what is more, pedagogy
offers an important insight, drawing the link between resistance and perpetual
becoming, which is to say, incompleteness. Britzman argues that “education itself
will be interminable because it is always incomplete and because it animates our
own incompleteness” (3). I would add, in animating our own incompleteness,
education simultaneously discloses our interdependence. These matters, of course,
are interrelated. As Deleuze and Guattari forecast: “One day…a far-seer will abandon
his or her segment and start walking across a narrow over-pass above a dark
abyss, will break his or her telescope and depart on a line of flight to meet a blind
Double approaching from the other side” (223). We may want to ask: How are we
to abandon the segment and break the telescope? What will the blind Double look
like? Furthermore, without the telescopic distance of the spectator, what will the
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far-seer observe in the political act? We are nearing an answer to these questions.
And with the classroom as our privileged space we can perhaps begin to see that the
far-seer (educator perhaps?) and blind Double (perhaps student?) are emotionally
connected. To abandon the segment is to recognize the desires of the other and
instead of expecting completeness and singularity, it is to participate in a current of
identifications.
To be clear, it is not the case that a social or political actor must at all costs hide from
authoritative view in order ever to partake in actions of resistance. But rather, it is
the case that resistance has everything to do with appearance and representation.
To resist is to enter into a negotiation with an equivocal public sphere, one that
is “constituted in part by what cannot be said and what cannot be shown” (Butler
xvii). The far-seer (or educator, to use the more accessible figure) and the blind
Double (or student) are disrupted/disrupting figures whose formal qualities can
break down, can become transitive. In the classroom, they are at once both less
and more than one, they are co-determined and yet determine nothing other than
a loss of wholeness, of completeness, of self-subsistence. Appearing otherwise than
circumscribed they challenge the tenuous line between the virtual and the actual: the
virtual unity and sanctity of the independent citizen and the actual composition and
irreverence of an interdependent citizenship. This line so precariously umpires what
is fit to be seen and struggles so acutely with the unknown. Appearing together, coappearing, the educator and student say what cannot be said and show what cannot
be shown precisely by living (keeping with) the partiality, mutuality, that so troubles
spectatorship.
As Judith Butler clarifies, dominant forms of representation imposed by the public
sphere are disrupted if we are able to “narrate ourselves not from the first person
alone, but from, say, the position of the third, or to receive an account delivered in
the second” (8). These modes of self-narration, she continues, “can actually work to
expand our understanding of the forms that global power has taken” (8). At bottom,
then, resistance is a splitting apart of the socio-political subject, changing and
multiplying her view from below. Resistance may always be a matter of re-animating
our incompleteness, our interdependence. Educator and student at times perform
one and the same subjectivity: the political subject with multiple partialities (views),
two or more fundamental levels of interaction (seeing), a profound interdependence
(exposure) that allows her to be in two places at once. Educator and student perform
an interdependence, in fact, that always already requires perpetual and simultaneous
translocation (transference).
Butler asks: “And does the insistence on the subject as a precondition of political
agency not erase the more fundamental modes of dependency that do bind us and out
of which emerge our thinking and affiliation, the basis of our vulnerability, affiliation,
and collective resistance?” (49). The form of resistance I am proposing insists that
agency is spread across subjectivities. It is a dilation of subjectivity and subsequently
also of publicly anticipated representations of autonomy as well. Insistence on the
dilation of the situated subject emphasizes the very modes of dependency that bind
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us and affiliate us beyond our localizable, public, relations. It is about choosing new
ways of seeing, and enforcing new ways of being seen. And nowhere are these changes
more nebulous and generative than in the classroom where daily we come up against
limits—incomplete knowledges and unknowable others. If what we are up against, as
Butler asserts, is a question of “how public space is itself defined by certain kinds of
exclusions, certain emerging patterns of censoriousness and censorship,” then it is
from within these excluded forms of participation (interdependent, plural, variegated)
that resistance will find its most fecund offshoots, its most inclusive insights (Butler
126). It is our vulnerability that is the basis, pre-condition, for (political) agency. It is
our sensitivity to the regard of others, to the gaze of the other, which conditions our
power to see, our capacity to perceive difference, and to thereby re-animate the very
boundaries of the public itself.
To extend the methodology a step further, I want to present a vision. As mentioned
above, to supplant the neo-liberal myth of the autonomous citizen, we must provide
a myth of our own. Our myth takes the form of the in-between par excellence: the
cyborg. Donna Haraway’s cyborg is a “matter of fiction and lived experience that
changes what counts as women’s experience in the late twentieth century” (149). The
cyborg “skips the step of original unity,” and is “resolutely committed to partiality”
(151). I should mention briefly that for Deleuze and Guattari becoming refers to
becoming less than one, less than the figure of identity, always N-1. In contrast, for
Haraway, becoming refers to becoming more than one, multiple identities, always
N+1. I will conflate between these two somewhat polar modes of becoming because I
am interested in what they share, namely, a movement away from one, from original
and figural identity. So perhaps we can think of cyborgs themselves as modes of
resistance. To be clear, in the context of this paper, I refer to cyborg, rather widely
and approximately. What I mean by “cyborg” is the diffusion of the subject by
technological means, the activities and social networks made possible by technical
devices and telecommunication. Cyborg ontology, for Haraway, may be more radical
than this, but it includes this notion and the becoming imperceptible that we have
already discussed.
The progressive possibilities of the cyborg can be demonstrated further in reference
to a contemporary example of cyborg agency: Iraq’s first female-fronted black-metal
band, Janaza. In an interview for strangemoss.com, the interviewer asked Anahita,
the band’s sole member, “Do you ever fear for your safety making blatantly antiIslamic music and being a woman?” The bandleader responded: “Sure I am afraid,
but the Internet gives us the chance to work underground so nobody can know my
identity” (2012). The interviewee, in a becoming-cyborg with both musical and cyberspatial parts, can hide aspects of her identity from view. She can resist moderating
governmental pressures by eluding their visibility requirements and by camouflaging
in-between official and creative presentations of individual and collective identity.
Cyborg resistance animates vulnerability, sensitivity to the regard of the other, and
finally, the band, Janaza, seems to reject independence in favour of an appeal to
others, or rather, to otherness. “To hide, to camouflage oneself,” remark Deleuze and
Guattari, “is a warrior function, and the line of flight attracts the enemy, traverses
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something and puts what it traverses to flight; the warrior arises in the infinity of
a line of flight” (306). Janaza puts to flight that which it traverses, that which it
resists. The band, as itself a warrior function, is a recoupling, the recombination
of partial perspectives, perspectives that would otherwise be excluded. Janaza
contests established public frames, which look to autonomous singular subjects.
Finally, Janaza demands a re-thinking of appearance and invisibility, erasure and
manifestation, by partaking in more than one identification, or if you prefer, less than
one.
The cyborg is constantly moving, constantly between embodied productions of
humanity (animality), and technicity, between one and two or more identities,
between one and two or more currents of intensity. Another concretized example
of this potentiality can be found in gaming communities. Admittedly, though, these
communities have far to go in the way of inclusion and feminist politicality. But
a potential is there. Avatar identities with fluid performances of race, class, and
gender permit the kind of fluctuation, plurality and relationality that Haraway’s
cyborg ontology envisions. This kind of displacement—wave-like oscillations between
forms—is what makes the cyborg so hard to see. Movement is what keeps the
warrior function active. As Deleuze and Guattari assess: “Movement has an essential
relation to the imperceptible; it is by nature imperceptible. Perception can grasp
movement only as the displacement of a moving body or the development of a form.
Movements, in other words, pure relations of speed and slowness, pure affects, are
below and above the threshold of perception” (309). There is certainly significant
displacement between Janaza’s cyber performance, live performance, and intraband individualities. This kind of movement makes perception difficult, partial. And
moreover, it skews the morality of a lagging public vision.
Perhaps what is most significant about cyborg ontology is that in some ways it is
about reaching others, and one’s own otherness, in new and unforeseen modes.
Additionally, when we reach out to others, and come together, and learn to live
together, we become much more mobile, much more astir, than when we are satisfied
with the stagnation of isolation. The cyborg animates what Roland Barthes calls
idiorrythmics: “small, flexible groups of several individuals who are attempting to live
together…while each preserving his or her rhuthmos [rhythm]” (44). What effectively
comes into view for the cyborg, is also what is inessential to its program. Or rather,
that the cyborg itself be visible is what is inessential; instead, the partiality of its
perspectives, the rhythm of its embodied gazes, its flexible subjectivities, are integral.
Haraway acknowledges that “vision can be good for avoiding binary oppositions,” and
she insists on the “embodied nature of all vision,” including, and perhaps especially,
the vision of the spectator (188). “The moral is simple,” she urges, as “only partial
perspective promises objective vision” (190). Perhaps, then, resistance is always a
demand for more images, for an increase in what we are able to see when we come
together socially, politically, or otherwise. Or, better yet, perhaps resistance is a
challenge, always, to what is eventually counted, especially if it be counted according
to strictures of independence and productivity. Perhaps, ultimately, resistance is a
perpetual challenge to what comes into view whenever we come together.
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Resistance, then, may be the dissenting cry of the precarious life of the other,
radically ungraspable, necessarily partial and inherently shared, inherently multiple.
This portrayal of resistance is something of a moving picture, a mosaic in motion.
Resistance is a preponderance of images within a partial and unstable perceptual
field. Resistance employs a fragmented optics, it “shatter[s] any idea of passive vision”
(Haraway 190). Acts of resistance are momentary; they are flashes in the dark. In
the context of public seeing, within the arena of appearance and occurrence, interautonomous and interdependent actors glimpse resistance in instances of situated
and embodied becoming that oppose and contest standardized views. All the spectator
observes of the cyborg is her displacement, the trace of her resistance, a resplendently
public tail for which the comet is imperceptibly miles ahead and out of sight. It is not
before a spectatorial gaze that resistance is performed, but rather just below and just
above, or more precisely, alongside, along-with.
“The task at hand,” remarks Butler, “is to establish modes of public seeing…that
might well respond to the cry of the human within the sphere of appearance, a sphere
in which the trace of the cry has become hyperbolically inflated” (147). The cyborg
by definition establishes new modes of public seeing, new realizations of collective
and mutual appearing. In the classroom, for instance, cyborg ontology may give rise
to more network-centric forms of citizenship, prone to practices of mutuality and
inclusion, simply by asking us to face our own incompleteness. As Haraway asserts:
“Vision is always a question of the power to see—and perhaps the violence implicit
in our visualizing practices,” and therefore resistance, posed too frequently over and
against the publicity and command of visionary legislation, must as well confront
(subvert) this question of the power to see and the power to include (192). And it must
interrogate as well the violence implicit in the visualizing practices that set the stage
for all social, cultural or political contravention (Haraway 192).
Haraway asks: “How should one be positioned in order to see in this situation of
tension, resonances, transformations, resistances, and complicities?” (196). One
should be positioned partially out of focus in order to see in a situation of resistance,
locatable, therefore, only in and through one’s displacement—a flow of itinerant and
furtive subjectivity. One should be positioned in a field of others, each accountable
and indiscernible, technological and biological. “Location is about vulnerability,”
Haraway affirms, “location resists the politics of closure, finality, or,…feminist
objectivity resists simplification in the last instance…because feminist embodiment
resists fixation” (196). To resist fixation is to be vulnerable to the flux of becoming,
and wary of the imperialism of the spectator, along with the moralism of the public.
The political actor-as-cyborg disassembles and reassembles various times before its
unwitting spectators, themselves blind to the flow of content swirling underneath a
rigid cultural form and from behind an official political contour. “History is made only
by those who oppose history,” proclaim Deleuze and Guattari, but “this is not done for
provocation,” which too eagerly insists on being seen, but happens if we “produce an
imperceptible diagonal”: a cyborg perhaps (326).
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Weronika Rogula
My project is a process, a working through, a wound, a performance, a
struggle, a protest, a life, a failure, a possibility as well as a desire. This
work/ing through includes a short video which documents one body—
marked by twenty years in the west; fifty words spoken in English;
six years sober; and one life desperate to find home. This video piece is
interwoven with a written narrative that speaks to misalignment and
tension; seams and raw edges. It is about resistance as written on the
body—the body of a migrant, a seamstress, and a mother—my mother.
This project is concerned with unravelling resistances within their
individual moments and collective affects/manifestations by exploring
the struggles and failures of a woman who has taught/forced me to
resist assimilation and Western modes of being. This project deploys
a politics of resistance and speaks to the juxtaposition of pride and
(transformational) shame, stubbornness, and vulnerability as well as
force and fear entangled within making sense of struggles. It is about the
messiness of resistances.
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ARTIST STATEMENT, A Slav For You (2012)
A Slav For You is process and performance; humiliation and (transformational)
shame; struggle and failure; wound and protest; tension and anxiety; possibility
and desire; it is a working through and a politics of the everyday; it is also a life
(FAG-gy Inspiration). It is the life of a woman for whom, to use Nanibush’s words,
“assimilation was never an option” (“Rethinking Resistances Plenary”). This life is
marked by: twenty-two years in the West; fifty words spoken in English which, for
her, is a “borrowed tongue” or a “language on loan” (Karpinski 2); one (cheated) failed
citizenship test; six years sober; hundreds of homes scrubbed of shit (the literal not
the figurative kind); and one heart buried elsewhere (Chopin Inspiration).
This is life and resistance as written on the body—the body of a migrant, a seamstress
or “szwaczka,” and a mother. This woman, known for her inability to be anything
but loud and disruptive, is, as I’ve grown to understand, a site of contestation and
resistance. A Slav For You—she is loud, blunt, and rough. Her resistance is a daily
struggle that is manifested in her inability and refusal to speak the English language
or adhere to Western modes of politeness; her desire and/or need to travel hundreds
of kilometers to see a Polish doctor and buy (maybe not Polish) tomatoes (but ones)
sold by a Slav; and by her hatred for all things Canadian.
A Slav For You is a short video (3:06) that uses text and technology to (un)make
sense of the everydayness of resistance. It puts into practice a politics of the everyday
and pays homage to the home video confessional. The video employs a split screen
with my mother on the left—close to the heart and left(over)—and, on the right, short
scenes that speak to her life in Canada. The split (screen) signifies detachment and
speaks to a split within my mother whose sense of self is based upon the distance she
keeps from her life here. My mother is portrayed speaking in her mother tongue, but
her speech is muted and slowed down to reference her (self-) imposed silence within
Western worlds and to ridicule the inclination many have to speak more slowly to
and more loudly at those who do not speak their language. The short scenes depict
the sweat(y) shop basement where my mother exchanged her (life)time and labour
for Tendonitis and bifocals as well as my mother (usually in her underwear and quite
often drunk) sharpening knives on/against our front stoop—a regular Rogula-house
occurrence which mortified me as a child. Pride and (transformational) shame. The
video registers my mother, who speaks in her own way and in her own language about
life (emotional survival) in the West. She speaks about her uneducated and working
poor existence here and what babcia (i.e., grandma) said she “wasted twenty of the
most beautiful years of her life on” (Zabielska n.p.) work (not to mention alcohol
and gambling). In particular moments, my mother’s speech is interjected with the
voice of my ciocia (aunt) Benka who is not so much translating as she is interpreting
and narrating her own life story. The audio is assaultive and anxious as my mother
and aunt interrupt and speak over one another signalling their—misaligned and
agitating— resistance to Western ways of relating. The video, and its making,
reference resistance as well as the ways in which it is individuated and far too often
(mis)recognized.
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This video project is about resistance and the fissures that resistance creates within
the body (politic). It is a video is about anxious performances bent on rebuking
while reifying. It is about coming to terms with the tensions within my mother who
is “[w]alking an ambiguous line between identification and counter-identification
and between the desire to be accepted and the desire to resist hegemonic culture”
(Pelle 23). The video speaks to what Muñoz refers to as “disidentification” (3) which
is “descriptive of the survival strategies the minority subject practices in order to
negotiate a phobic majoritarian public sphere that continuously elides or punishes the
existence of subjects who do not conform to the phantasm of normative citizenship”
(4). Muñoz writes about the concept of “disidentification” (3) in relation to “a queer
person, a person of color, or a queer person of color” (Pelle 23) who “negotiates her/
his subjectivity in a culture that often defines such a person as abject, ultimately
denying her/his existence” (Muñoz 161). This is “an often violent, shaming, and
traumatic collision” (Muñoz 161). I deploy his usage(s) of the concept in relation to
my mother who is neither a queer person nor a (queer) person of colour but who
performs as the minority subject. She is a sometimes-unshaven, cabbage-eating Slav
woman and a “white but not quite” (Agathangelou 4) migrant whose ways of being in
the world make this (dominant) culture (re)define her as unintelligible and/or abject.
My mother does “not conform to the phantasm of normative citizenship” (Muñoz 4):
she speaks (little to) no English but has no problem speaking her mind; she holds
no citizenship here, whether in a legal or socio-cultural sense; and she scoffs at the
Martha-Stewart, consumer-capitalist way of life by terrifying the neighbours and
sharpening our knives (with pride and shame) on/against the front stoop. My mother
performs the melancholic and unnerving bitchy Slav stereotype (archetype) which,
for her, acts as a protective skin that is permeable yet shielding. “Disidentification”
(Muñoz 3), after all, is about “cultural, material, and psychic survival” (161).
A Slav For You exposes the intimate and erotic entanglement(s) which bind
resistance(s) with vulnerability and failure (Agathangelou; Lorde 53).1 It is about
my mother and her (un)wavering pride in being Slav and her (straightjacket) shame
in being different—a Canadian (im)migrant failure (Brown). The video speaks
to this juxtaposition of pride and (transformational) shame as performed by my
mother whose sharp tongue is cut only by her profound discomfort. Eve Sedgwick
argues that “shame effaces itself; shame points and projects; shame turns itself skin
side out; shame and pride, shame and dignity, shame and self-display, shame and
exhibitionism are different interlinings of the same glove. Shame it might finally be
said, transformational shame, is performance” (38). These shame/ful performances
speak to the pride my mother has for her (hard-)working class body which is
intermingled with the shame she has for her uneducated mind. They also speak to
her pride in refusing to accept mispronunciations of her name (0:07), which, again, is
inseparable from her shame surrounding her inability to speak for herself when credit
card companies and collection agencies call. The performative aspect(s) of shame
which some consider the “swampland of the soul” (Brown) speak to what Muñoz
defines as the performative aspect of disidentification:
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A mode of performance whereby a toxic identity is remade and infiltrated by subjects
who have been hailed by such identity categories but have not been able to own
such a label. Disidentification is therefore about the management of an identity that
has been “spoiled” in the majoritarian public sphere. This management is a critical
negotiation in which a subject who has been hailed by injurious speech, a name, a
label, reterritorializes that speech act and the making that such speech produces. (qtd.
in Pelle 23)
A Slav For You—my mother performs (transformational) shame and
“disidentification” (Muñoz 3), and is always unapologetic about her resistances. For
Muñoz, “[i]t is about taking hold of, reenacting, and negotiating the effect of ‘toxic,’
‘shamed,’ and ‘spoiled’ identity categories in an attempt to illustrate the absurdity of
such characterizations” (qtd. in Pelle 23). The video speaks to the ways in which my
mother embraces her “‘toxic,’ ‘shamed,’ and ‘spoiled’ identity” (Muñoz qtd. in Pelle,
23) as a Slav and a “white but not quite” (Agathangelou 4) migrant whose contempt
for Western ways of being is palpable. She performs her “spoiled identity” (Muñoz
qtd. in Pelle, 23) with pride and shame because it is a matter of life and death. My
mother negotiates (and sometimes embraces) stereotypes—dirty, loud, and stupid—
because such identities can act as “a site of possibility and transformation” (Muñoz
193). She is a Slav for you—no question, tact or bullshit.
My video project is a working through bent on exposing the anxieties and
vulnerabilities bonded to resistance(s). The video is about resistance(s) as written on
the body—disjointed and incomplete. It is about (and for) my mother in recognition
(and need) of her struggles which (un)make sense of failures and misrecognized ways
of being in the world. The video project is also about the relationship (and love) I have
with my mother whose struggles relate to, or, as Ahmed would say, “stick” (10) to
my own resistance(s). It is about making sense of “the double movement that shame
makes: toward painful individuation, toward uncontrollable relationality” (Sedgwick
37)—a movement I would argue resistance(s) also make. My mother’s resistance(s)
make her set herself apart from Westerners and “stick” (Ahmed 10) to me and other
Slavs. Sara Ahmed writes about the ways in which emotions circulate between bodies
and register the proximity of others by examining the ways in which they “stick” and
“move” (10). She maintains that emotions are not only about movement but are also
about attachments or about what connects us to this or that. The video speaks to
these attachments and considers what connects my mother to other(ed) Slavs and her
homeland. Ahmed states:
The relationship between movement and attachment is instructive. What moves us,
what makes us feel, is also that which holds us in place, or gives us a dwelling place.
Hence movement does not cut the body off from the ‘where’ of its inhabitance, but
connects bodies to other bodies: attachment takes place through movement, through
being moved by the proximity of others. (17)
This video gives recognition to my mother as a site of resistance(s) and makes sense
of the ways in which her (weird) ways of being in the world “stick” (Ahmed 10) to
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my own ways of being and struggling. Her resistance(s) inform my own resistance(s)
to Western ways of being; academia; professionalism; and all interpretations/
translations of this particular project. This video and my subsequent working through
have underscored my academic ambivalence and reluctance in speaking about its
theoretical underpinnings. These resistance(s) speak to what Nanibush said: “I want
to do theory without sounding like it” (“Rethinking Resistances Plenary”). I, too,
would like to do theory but I desire more access to Slavic intellectual worldviews.
My Western grounding fractures my relationship with my mother and my ability
to translate my worldview; it makes me unknowable to myself as a Slav; it makes
my academic work and this piece unintelligible and inaccessible to my mother; and
Westernizes a project bent on rebuking Western ways of being.
A Slav For You is about resistance(s) and the desires, possibilities, and failures
associated with registering different worlds. It is dedicated to my mother.
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Notes
1. I employ the term “erotic” to speak about resistances with reference to Anna M.
Agathangelou’s presentation at the “Dynamic Resistances” Conference as well as to Audre
Lorde’s work, “The Uses of the Erotic.” Agathangelou spoke about the body as a major
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site of contestation of global power and argued that struggle is first and foremost erotic.
Lorde wrote about the erotic as a source of power for women that is too often misnamed
and/or devalued as superficial and inferior. My usages of the term “erotic” build upon
their understandings, and speak about the ways in which resistance(s) register not just
the sexual but the erotic that, understood as a threat to global powers, is reduced to the
superficial and thus disregarded. I argue that the relationship between resistance(s)
and vulnerability and failure is also erotic insofar as these experiences are gendered and
because eroticism (within women in particular) is understood as a failure (e.g., in morality;
in class; in sexuality; in proper upbringing, etc.).

WERONIKA ROGULA is a graduate student in Gender, Feminist, and Women’s Studies at York University
where her research focuses on LGBTQ struggles within Poland. Her work investigates the linkages between racialized sexual politics and nation-building within a post-communist context, and interrogates
conceptualizations of queerness within a nation-state that has yet to see an identity-based LGBTQ
movement.
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Hair Talk: A (Silent) Conversation Between Afro- And White- Textured Roots

Charmaine Grant, Sarah Steadman, Pierrette Masimango

This photographic and written piece is an extension of a conversation
that has taken place along the course of a growing friendship. The first
time we touched each other’s hair, it illuminated the bond we shared and
what was missed because of the silences surrounding our respective hair
stories. The mirroring of images and text embodies the dynamics of our
deliberation of colonial history and racialization and how this dynamic
affects our personal relations. As in conversation, there are moments
where discussion culminates in agreement or even revelation, as well as
points of departure.

ARTIST STATEMENT
Charmaine: In Hair Talk, I resist the old, familiar tugging and pulling of my hair,
which started some time ago when Mama would fight against the natural curl pattern
of my childhood kinds—combing them to straightness just long enough to be able to
elongate, coil by coil and with #2 Action Braid Zizzy Hair extensions, the Afroed mass
on my head. I learned then that my teeny, tiny ’fro was not enough to stand on its
own—it had to be tamed, denaturalized, with the white-haired beauty that Mama held
clenched between her thumb and index fingers and would braid into my tightly coiled
nap.
What I did not anticipate was that the same whiteness that supplanted my kinky roots
would also be responsible for unclenching the hair stories I kept secret from the white
population and tightly wrapped up in my Afro. In this respect, Hair Talk is about the
conversation started among friends, because the bonds of friendship helped to start
a conversation about Afro hair that would have been more difficult among strangers.
These bonds therefore act as a framing device for redefining the colonial relationships1
between comb and kink, between black and white, between the voiced and the
voiceless. Through my friendship with Sarah, these binaries have dissolved and have
been replaced by a tender-heartedness to know the other’s hair story by and through
the act of touch. “Can we truly value each other if we are scared to feel?” asks Sarah.
To this, I respond, “No, we can only begin to appreciate one another’s humanness in
the sensation of the conversations around which that humanness is evoked—in the
touch and feel of Hair Talk.”
Sarah: As a friend, I have come to realize and feel remorse for the lack of space to
explore the way in which hair textures social life and tells a unique story. While the
process of Othering is oppressive and debilitates conversation, it is, paradoxically,
only through the eyes of the Other that I am incited to reflect upon, re-think and
un-think my own positionality. I had forgotten my own hair story until prompted
by Charmaine’s ’do. This prompting led me to wonder how to interrogate racialized
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boundaries, to develop mutuality and, above all, to deeply care for an other, when
one does not know how to share in the most basic and tangible way. To me, Hair
Talk represents my struggle within colonial history, an attempt to work through the
societal impressions and implications within which I am entangled: what it means to
be a white woman and an academic who does not know the everyday experience of
black women, but yet so thoroughly enmeshed in a friend’s understanding of herself.

Notes
1. By “colonial relationships” I mean to refer to those ideas that Brown White (2005) uses
to help explain Black women’s struggles with their hair as being a product of cultural
hegemony and white supremacy. In spite of the truth behind these ideas, they necessarily
pit Black and White women against each other as well as the meanings that each ascribes
to her hair. The inherent difference in these meanings culminates in the understanding
that Black and White women’s efforts to comprehend and value the other’s hair story are
thwarted by how differently this story grows from the roots on their heads.
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This paper explores two authors’ experiences navigating the sexualized,
heteronormative gaze. The stories told differ to the extent that they derive
from different embodiments, but both pertain to resistance against
paradigmatic ideas about beauty and sexuality, especially in relation
to disability. The first story considers medical and sexual objectification
in the context of eating disorder recovery. The second focuses on
interpretations of the physically disabled body as unworthy of sexual
consumption. Both narratives take up activities of resistance, but given
the complexity of how resistance works, the authors seek to complicate
what happens to resistance as well as how it is constrained, appropriated,
and reframed.

Introduction
In this paper we relate our experiences navigating the sexualized, heteronormative
gaze. We have different stories to tell given that our experiences are rooted in
different embodiments, yet they represent two sides of the same coin insofar as we
are both coming to terms with how to resist paradigmatic ideas about beauty and
sexuality, all the while seeking to reconcile our respective experiences of disability. To
begin, Jen considers what it has meant to have her body objectified, and the strategies
she has adopted to lessen the intensity of this violence. Samantha then describes the
lengths to which she must go to accentuate her sexuality given that her physically
disabled body is not socially understood to be worthy of sexual consumption. Both
narratives take up activities of resistance. Given the complexity of how resistance
works, we feel it necessary to complicate what happens to resistance, how it is
constrained, appropriated, and reframed.

Jen’s Story1
I’m just so exhausted, I sigh.
Gently, he removes my tear-dewed glasses,
And his hot breath is in my ear.
I’m not sure I can do this, I caution,
As his hands explore this deadened body,
And his cologne fills my lungs.
We shouldn’t, I insist,
But aggressive, eager lips are on me,
And the mint and whisky burn my throat.
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I never said no, I assure him,
In the quiet twilight calm thereafter,
And the panic in his eyes stays my tears.

The journey taken to this particular evening was long and turbulent. Years before,
my anorectic body was subject to very different treatment, framed as unhealthy,
immature, and sexually repulsive. The only objectification I experienced was through
a clinical lens, applied with at least genuine concern for my life, though even it had
an alienating effect. Writing on the experience of disordered eating, Naomi Wolf
critiques the cultural fixation on female thinness as a way of marking female bodies
as inferior, as “not an obsession about female beauty, but an obsession about female
obedience” (97); and this call for obedience carries over into treatment regimens.
Psychiatrists have abandoned pharmaceutical approaches (though, not entirely; see
McAleavey 728; Fassino et al. 423) in favour of cognitive behavioural modification
(Kruger and Kennedy 497). Garner, Vitousek, and Pike (94), Wilfley and Rieger (353),
and Wilson (439), who advocate for cognitive-behavioural therapy (CBT), argue that
behavioural change reduces manifestations of pathology. Reflecting on her study of
eating disorder treatment centres, Helen Gremillion is critical of the current standard
approach, arguing that it does little to challenge the root causes of disordered eating,
but instead re-produces them: “[treatment strategies] all participate in contemporary
cultural discourses that help constitute…anorexia’s conditions of possibility” (22).
She explains how treatment redirects body management behaviours with the goal of
approximating the fit feminine body:
The psychiatric representation of “the anorexic”… as a pathologized object of
therapeutic knowledge and practice re-creates the culturally dominant idea
that the female body is an obstacle in the making of fitness/health, and it also
reinforces patients’ perceived dependence on others even as they seek selfcontrol. And just as patients exaggerate the terms of feminine fitness, they often
exaggerate the terms of treatment when they are asked to incorporate biomedical
criteria of health into their identities. (47)

I can remember striving to retain some semblance of self when I was caught up in
my diagnosis, but this too has been accounted for in the theory-work. According
to Vitousek, Watson and Wilson, resistance may be the result of “anorexics
[experiencing] pride in being recognized as markedly discrepant from ‘average’
individuals who struggle ineffectually with weight control” and seeing “their disorder
as an accomplishment rather than an affliction” (393). Gremillion (169) notes that
staff at the centre she studied encouraged patient resistance to treatment, with
the explanation that through resistance patients may assert self-control over their
condition and treatment plan. That self-control is only acceptable when applied for
the purpose of body management, in this instance weight gain and maintenance.2
There is a play of tension, then, between obedience and defiance—a contradiction
where bodies continue to be managed as long as the ideals of beauty and femininity
hold, because these ideals ensure that even through attempts to resist, women
continue to engage in self-management.3
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But treatment is meant to end, eventually, and the diagnosed are meant to come out
on the other side with a clean bill of health and re-constituted body.4 When I found
myself in the after, I had a lot of catching up to do, having spent my transformative
adolescent years anchored to an anorectic body. I wanted the recovery narrative to fit
as well as the clothing my curves could finally fill in. I wanted to believe I was healed
and whole, even if my shiny new behaviours did not match the rot that seemed to
persist within me. So I clung to validation when I first received it, perhaps because
I thought I could will an illusion to be truth as long as I collected enough believers.
I remember the first time I received attention from a boy: my confusion, surprise,
gratitude, even cautious confidence. He told me I moved lithely, like a dancer, and as
I walked away I knew his eyes were still on my undulating hips. How strange it was,
how lovely at first, to be understood as beautiful.
And, as I eventually came to realize, how diminishing, how dangerous. I had been
taught to enact a femininity that, once released into the world, was immediately and
aggressively consumed. All the sharp concern I used to receive over my self-starvation
gave way to earnest catcalls. Latex-gloved hands on my stomach in sterilized settings
were replaced with roaming fingers on my thigh in college dorms that reeked of
alcohol. I may have achieved recovery in that my history is no longer read on my body,
but it certainly did not take long to feel disquiet over how people came to read me.
I have responded academically, politically, and socially, but for the purpose of this
paper I am most interested in sharing the more intimate ways in which I have sought
to be present in my body, and, perhaps because I have never felt much love for it,
to be anything other than my body. Iris Marion Young (“Throwing Like a Girl” 137)
writes on how women are taught to run and throw “like a girl,” and to sit “like a lady”;
women’s constrained corporeal phenomenology reduces them and the space they
occupy, and inferiorizes them in the same way the cult of thinness has an inferiorizing
effect. So, I have framed my body deliberately with sharp angles, big gestures, and
slack seated positions. Sandra Lee Bartky writes on the ways in which beauty rituals
produce an ideal femininity by engaging in an “art of disguise” (71): routines to
cover and change the differences in women that have been associated with ugliness
and lack of worth. With that in mind, I have clothed my body in an effort to limit
the fetishization of the female curve: high-cut shirts, loose denim, heavily pocketed
jackets I could wrap around my frame. My hair still falls wildly about my shoulders,
and my face remains unpainted and spectacled.
But can this sort of resistance too be appropriated? Adrienne Rich writes about how
“women are controlled by lashing us to our bodies” (64). She holds that the gendered
power relations at play have interpretive force, and a sort of final say, when women
strive to challenge or transform their conditions and representations. Even when
a woman seeks to redefine her body, her identity and acts are translated with tired
language and concepts:
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Neither the “pure” nor the “lascivious” woman, neither the so-called mistress
nor the slave woman, neither the woman praised for reducing herself to a brood
animal nor the woman scorned and penalized as an “old maid” or a “dyke,” has
had any real autonomy or selfhood to gain from this subversion of the female
body (and hence of the female mind). (21)

My history has taught me to be especially concerned by this dilemma. Anorectic
behaviours are still not socially understood to be akin to practices taken up in the
name of beauty; the control women diagnosed with anorexia exert over their bodies
is framed as a glitch rather than common cultural coding. I should want men to want
me, for the feminine body is simultaneously the sexually consumable body. So I must
remain vigilant over how my corporeal resistance is interpreted, lest I again be found
deficient. Baggy clothing is a telltale sign of anorexia, after all, because healthy women
supposedly have nothing to hide.
And yet, while I remain aware of this danger of re-diagnosis, a greater urgency
compels me to reject the common recovery story. Rejection functions as a survival
strategy: I do not wear skirts because I have tired of the all-too-normalized assaults
that take place on dance floors; I push through the weariness induced by long work
days so clients do not take the liberty of delivering impromptu massages; while the
sway of my hips is no longer pronounced, I walk with my head held high because
I read somewhere that women with confidence are less likely to become targets.
Perhaps resistance is a matter of survival; perhaps we resist in order to live, and to
avoid violence. Young characterizes violence as a face of oppression, made manifest
in “the knowledge that [members of some groups] must fear random, unprovoked
attacks on their persons or property” (Five Faces of Oppression 46). She holds that
social context renders violence possible, even tolerable. Resistance comes to be a sort
of necessity under these conditions. Resistance keeps me from quiet nights with men
who smother my refusals. Resistance marks my body as my own.

Samantha’s Story5
As the laughter died down on that loud boozy night with friends he turned to me
and asked, Do you get anything out of sex?
When I had no reply, he repeated himself, with raised voice and greater precision,
Can you feel anything during sex?
The woman from across the way made a face signaling disapproval. That’s not a
cool thing to say, another chimed in.
His face awash in shock and consternation, he countered, It’s a fair question!
Unsure of whether this was some sort of flirtation gone awry or a poorly timed
question, I produced a subtle topic change, made a bawdy joke, offered another
round.
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He could sense my discomfort, so he pressed, It’s a fair question, and one I
assume you have to answer often. So?

I have had this conversation often and in many different—all too public—contexts.
Every time there is an assumption at play that my bodily experience and the logistics
of sex should be a matter of public record, picked apart and scrutinized at will. The
interaction exemplifies the production of a sense that the physically disabled body,
my body, is open to public inquiry with little thought paid to my dignity or comfort.
The disabled body is public space, never cast to the background, ever in tension and
interaction and a defensive position. Ever the conversational prop at dinner parties,
I am always called to respond, to account for my body on behalf of all physically
disabled women everywhere, as though I could possibly speak for them, and as though
my inquisitors deserve some justification for my existence or explanation of my daily
living.
Eli Clare expands on this experience of the disabled person’s body as something to
be objectified. Clare argues that “our bodies are seen so often simply and entirely
as medical conditions. These textbooks objectify us, not by sexualizing the body,
but by medicalizing it” (Exile and Pride 110). He goes on to say that “objectification
plays many roles in the lives of disabled people, none of which sexualizes us. In fact,
medicalization, pity and neglect do exactly the opposite. Consequently, disabled
people’s relationship to sexual objectification is often complex” (Clare, Exile and Pride
111). In my experience, I am all too often understood as little more than a medical
condition or biological mistake. “Do you get anything out of sex?” When compounded
by the insistence that the question was entirely fair, the question suggests that
the interrogator could not imagine my disabled self as having or simultaneously
being a sexual self. If I am such as self, it is one understood to be lacking, less than.
His demand to know suggests that he understood me on some level as a medical
condition, not a valid being who feels, who loves, who fucks, and who is capable of
intimacy.
At the time of the exchange I felt irritated. Violated yes, embarrassed surely, but also
annoyed that he was correct in one regard: the question is posed often; all the time.
And every time it happens, I struggle with how to respond. How is it this can be taken
up as a fair question? Why can it be asked? Why is my bodily experience something
that is assumed to be public? Is “Do you get anything out of sex?” a question I
must answer? Is it a question that must be asked? Perhaps the confrontation, these
counter-questions, could suffice as my response and resistance whenever I am so
degraded.
But I am caught between my discomfort with the need to openly illustrate my
sexuality, to satiate an insensitive stranger’s curiosity, and my desire to be read as
whole, as sexual, and as worthy of another. I did not want this particular man in
this particular bar to have to ask whether I get anything out of sex; I wanted him to
assume based on my social performance—my dress, my flamboyant conversation, the
movement of my body—that I do. I want to be understood as sexual in a way that goes
unsaid, that is ultimately quiet.
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This man is not merely vulgar; he is a product of his culture as much as I am. We
merely make up the stitches to a vast social fabric. The discussion is a microcosm, a
testimony to a social norm. A female body, so says patriarchy, is meant to be sexual,
something to be consumed, and yet the introduction of disability complicates the
reading, confuses the gazer. The disabled woman is culturally conceptualized as
asexual, and thus, not what a woman should and can only be:
Yet disabled people find no trace of our sexualities in that world. We are
genderless, asexual undesirables. This is not an exaggeration. Think first about
gender and how perceptions of gender are shaped. To be female and disabled is to
be seen as not quite a woman; to be male and disabled is to be seen as not quite a
man. The mannerisms that help to define gender—the ways in which people walk,
swing their hips, gesture with their hands, move their mouths and eyes as they
talk, take up space with their bodies—are all based upon how nondisabled people
move. (Clare, Exile and Pride 112)

We have on our hands what Dorothy Smith calls a “sensation of disquiet,” or a
moment of disjointedness and unsettling contradiction (Writing the Social 3).
Rosemary Garland-Thomson illustrates the disquiet with an example: “One woman
who uses a wheelchair for example, and is also quite beautiful, reports that people
often respond to her as if this combination of traits were a remarkable and lamentable
contradiction” (Extraordinary Bodies 25).
If culture has informed my forward inquisitor, what has it done with me? Debra
Gimlin argues: “The body is a medium of culture. It is the surface on which prevailing
rules of a culture are written…Cultural rules are not only revealed through the body;
they also shape the way the body performs and appears” (3). Cultural rules shape
my own performance of gender, as expressed through my attire: the loud, coloured
dresses, tight in all the right places; my large and flashy jewelry, used to draw
attention to my chest-line. This performance is expressed, as well, in my mannerisms:
my obvious flirtations, my ribald humour. I perform my gender to bridge the
disconnect between sexuality and the common-sense perception of disability,
all the while knowing there are women out there, like Jen, who struggle with the
objectification I so often seem to seek. Garland-Thomson reflects on this tension when
she says that “while feminism quite legitimately decries the sexual objectification of
women, disabled women often encounter…‘asexual objectification,’ the assumption
that sexuality is inappropriate in disabled people” (Extraordinary Bodies 25).
I feel as though I am in the same conundrum as those disabled people of the historical
freak show who forewent dignity in exchange for access to power and resources.6 I
want access to social interactions, I want those men who ask pointed questions in bars
to see me as sexual, and I want to be understood as whole. Loree Erickson,7 a disabled
erotica star says, “I want it all.” Clare admits, when discussing a lust for gendered
clothing, that he “want[s] girls to notice, boys to flirt” (The Marrow’s Telling 51). I,
of the metaphorical freak show, am exploiting myself, showcasing myself, staging it
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all so meticulously in order to gain the resources, the attention, the recognition that
sexual power affords women. This is my resistance, however much it seems to fly in
the face of the feminist critique of sexual objectification.

Where the Roads Meet
Our narratives are different, but not in conflict, for both contend with our struggles
to reconcile female bodies—bodies that have deep histories of disability—to the
regulating mechanisms of beauty ideals. Garland-Thomson has written on the ways in
which female bodies are read, using the metaphor (though these activities can happen
quite literally) of the Foucaultian gaze versus the withering stare: “Feminization
prompts the gaze, while disability prompts the stare. Feminization alterations
increase a woman’s cultural capital, while disabilities reduce it” (Extraordinary
Bodies 28). Both activities stem from an overarching social mandate to normalize
bodies, to force bodies into binary roles: beautiful and ugly, whole and broken, ideal
and anomaly.
If the body truly is a cultural medium as indicated in Samantha’s story as well as
Gimlin’s work quoted above, we might understand patriarchy as having the effect of
inscribing social rules upon women’s bodies. Meaningful rituals associated with the
female body include weight management, make-up application, careful attention to
clothing and hair care, and so on (Bartky 71). By enacting these rituals, women submit
to processes of objectification, a separating out of their subjectivities from their
bodies as objects. Within patriarchal relations, their value is attached to their bodies,
specifically their beauty, and beauty signifies success at approximating the idealized
standard of femininity. This standard is understood to be what the heteronormative
man would prefer or find desirable (Wolf 12). Women’s objectification occurs
through the internalization of patriarchal narratives of gender. This is not to say that
women are vulnerable or susceptible to social pressures, for even when we recognize
internalized oppression we are still affected by it, constituted through it, no more
free than a fish would be to walk on land when it recognizes it moves through water
(Smith, Institutional Ethnography 105).
With all this said, we mean to be careful about how to frame resistance, but not
by being defeatist. In sharing stories that span a continuum we hope to raise
a consciousness that allows for not only resistance, but alternative ways of
understanding the female social position. We are honest about our continued
struggles with feminine ideals as our reference points. How women choose to take up
their sexuality is not in itself problematic; the trouble is that we cannot seem to win
the interpretation game regardless of the approach we choose. We share our stories,
finding solidarity despite our divergent experiences, because together we take an
interest in shifting the dominant gaze.
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Notes
1. Trigger warning: in this section I begin with an account of sexual violence, and 		
throughout examine examples of sexual objectification. I also consider my experiences as a
person formerly diagnosed with an eating disorder and currently read as recovered.
2. Gremillion (184) discusses at length how clinical reactions to resistance fall along
racial fault lines, illustrating in examples how resistant racialized patients were framed
differently than resistant white patients, the former understood to be non-compliant,
even diagnosed with personality disorders, the latter praised for asserting their autonomy.
When telling stories, I find it is important to remember that I can only tell my own, that
there is no single story but many, compounded by identity and history and perspective.
3. Reflected throughout my work here are Foucault’s thoughts on the regulating force of
the clinical gaze. I and Samantha both draw from Foucaultian feminist scholars, one of
whom notes that the philosopher’s work on docile bodies could be, and should have been,
applied to the category of woman: “Foucault treats the body throughout as if it were one,
as if the bodily experiences of men and women did not differ…Where is the account of
the disciplinary practices that engender the ‘docile bodies’ of women, bodies more docile
than the bodies of men?” (Bartky 65). For more on the theoretical origins of our work, see
Foucault’s work in Discipline and Punish and The Birth of the Clinic.
4. “Meant to,” surely, though the diagnosis of anorexia nervosa is “associated with a
significant mortality rate” (McAleavey 728).
5. Trigger warning: this section includes examples of sexual violation, as well as my feelings
of debasement as a disabled woman.
6. For more on the history of freak shows and how disabled people navigated being a part
of freak show culture, see Garland-Thomson’s work Freakery.
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7. Erickson, a self-described porn star academic and queer femmegimp, is also a committed
theorist, activist, and filmmaker. In Erickson’s film Want, she explores disability as part
of a complicated and intersecting interaction of identities including but not limited to:
disability, gender identity, queerness, race, and taken-for-granted privilege.
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“bodily loco/motion” interrogates the politics of representation, of
seeing, and of being seen in the photographic archive. Sparked by an
examination of Eadweard Muybridge’s Animal Locomotion series, this
project begins to think through, make a space, and account for individual
lived histories and embodied archives in discourses of the archive by
mobilizing compositional agitation. After exploring discourses of archival
“agitation,” the paper concludes with a discussion of my own attempt
at intervening in the photographic archive and in a politics of archival
representation through a piece of original artwork bearing the same title
as this paper.
Two years ago, in the second semester of my PhD coursework year, I began working
through both the theoretical and photographic elements of “bodily loco/motion.”
A feminist, fat, queer studies scholar and disordered body, I was growing restless
in an archive theory classroom dominated by conservative and traditional voices,
which emanated from bodies that were validated, privileged, and prioritized in and
by the “canonical” texts we were reading. As we traversed discursive ground from the
likes of Vincent Kaufmann and Walter Benjamin, and from Georges Perec through
to Jacques Derrida and Michel de Certeau, I asked, “What about the body? What
about my body?” Week after week, I posed the questions: What do these theories—of
walking or of drifting, for example—assume or presume about the body, and about
its privileges and abilities? What of the absences of particular bodies or corporeal
realities? I felt and still feel that these questions demand critical attention—a fact
to which my colleagues in English 739: Archive and Everyday Life can grudgingly
attest. Whether a mere photographic spectre, an offhand allusion, or an integral
metaphor haphazardly cast aside in favour of grander postulations on art and life,
the body and its very corporeal machinations—specifically eating, sleeping, and
walking—seeped into and shadowed both the literature we were reading as well as
my seminar’s weekly discussions. Yet, these assumed corporeal abilities remained
as such: unacknowledged reminders of exclusionary ideologies of “normal” bodies
(i.e., heteronormative, white, socioeconomically stable, able-bodied, “healthy”).
From the able-bodied, drifting walks of the Surrealists to the unrealities of Henri
Lefebvre’s real housewife to the “tortured” (Lefebvre 48) and “starving” bodies of
Agamben’s Remnants of Auschwitz (Agamben 51), I wondered how we might begin
to think through and account for individual lived histories and embodied archives
in discourses of the archive and everyday life. I wondered how we might make space
for embodied archives in the collision of the spectral bodies present in the rhetorics
of the course material and the material bodies (e.g., bodies that leak, swell, ooze,
burp, sneeze) having these discussions. After all, how can we fully comprehend the
densities of city space or the rigid and restricting lines of cartographic authority
without considering the assemblage of abilities, of histories, of life inscribed, scarred,
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stretched, written onto and into the very fleshy surfaces of the wandering, drifting,
walking, writing, archiving, and everyday body? How do we account for the collision
of or the rubbing against of these embodied archives with the everyday, with everyday
archives, with other archives, and with the archives of others?
In both this paper and its companion visual piece, I explore the politics of
representation in the archive by examining the insufficiencies of looking at bodies,
of being seen, and of archiving this dynamic of seeing/being seen in archival
studies as well as the institutional archive, such as the one housed in the McMaster
Museum of Art. As my introductory remarks allude, the field of archival studies has
been dominated by theoretical voices which privilege and reinscribe narratives of
“normal”-bodiedness by speaking of, about, and around—as direct metaphor or
allusion—a version of privileged corporeality. By being included in such institutionally
validated spaces as “a canon,” these spectres are further concretized as markers
of corporeal normalcy. It is specifically those bodies, which do not adhere to such
ideologies of embodiment, that are rhetorically and metaphorically excluded
from these canonical (i.e., institutional; archival) spaces. Take, for example, the
malnourished (42), decaying bodies of Agamben’s “non-men” (44), “shell-m[e]
n” (45), or Muselmanner. With their edema-swollen bodies, the Muselmanner are
entirely embodied figures; in starvation and an existence tempered purely by the
corporeal—they embody the body—the Muselmanner become “the complete witness
(Agamben 47) and yet “have no story” (Agamben 44). The Muselmanner’s utter
corporeality, specifically their leaking, swollen bodies of illness, denies them a space
of articulating a self, of bearing witness in Agambenian rhetorics, and therefore of
being archived. This paper focuses on the corporeal subject, and the institutional
archive’s inability to represent the everyday, lived, fleshy realities and histories of
that subject—or, rather, its resistance or choice to include or exclude certain realities.
With a particular focus on the photographic archive, as well as the normalizing of
the mechanized and “productive,” I turn first to what is, in many ways, one of the
earliest attempts at archiving the body, Eadweard Muybridge’s Animal Locomotion
series, before shifting gears into the disruption or reformulation of the photographic
archive. As Robert McRuer asks, “What would happen if…we continually attempted
to reconceive composing as that which produced agitation?” (49). After exploring
discourses of archival “agitation,” this paper will conclude with a discussion of my
own attempt at intervening in the photographic archive and in a politics of archival
representation through the production of a piece of original artwork that shares a title
with this essay. As a body “out of place, the one who does not belong” (Ahmed 2) in
the classroom, the canon of archive theory, as well the medical and cultural archives
of normal-bodiedness, I take my own body and its amassed, embodied archive as the
subject of my work. “Allowing myself to remember,” to voice, to make visible, and to
write my own un-orderly embodied archive into the larger corporal archival history
functions as a “political reorientation” (Ahmed 2).
My corporeal questions or, rather, my search for the body in and embodiment of the
archive, were never more acute nor more present than they were during a class field
trip to the McMaster Archives, housed in the McMaster Museum of Art,1 where I first
encountered Muybridge’s work. Commissioned by the University of Pennsylvania, the
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Animal Locomotion (1877-1878) series comprises 784 plates, each of which displays
a set of motion-capture stills and breaks down the machinations of one, corporeal
motion: “Goat galloping” (Figure 1); “Cricket, overarm bowling” (Figure 2); “Farmer
using pick;” “Woman with cup;” and “Man boxing;” to name a few.
Figure 1:

Miller, Laurence. “Eadweard Muybridge.” Laurence Miller Gallery. http://www.laurencemillergallery. com/
muybridge_animalLocomotion.htm

Figure 2:

Miller, Laurence. “Eadweard Muybridge.” Laurence Miller Gallery.

Of the plates housed in the McMaster Archives, it was “Man with shotgun” (Figure 3)
that caught my eye.
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Figure 3:

Miller, Laurence. “Eadweard Muybridge.” Laurence Miller Gallery.

Of Muybridge’s work, Tom Gunning writes:
Muybridge’s photography also makes visible a drama that would otherwise
remain invisible: the physical body navigating this modern space of calculation.
His images of the nude human body framed within a geometrically regular grid
capture the transformations of modern life brought on by technological change
and the new space/time they inaugurated, as naked flesh moving within a hardedged, rational framework. (21)

If the act of photographing is simultaneously an act of making truth and an ideological
engineering, as Alan Sekula, and to some extent, John Tagg explore, then what truths,
what corporeal knowledge, does “Animal Locomotion”—its “hard-edged rational
framework” hemming in and its ordering “naked flesh”—tell, stand in for, or create?
In the act of archiving the body in locomotion; in forward moving and sequential
advance; in an ordered, arching narrative of rectangular frames, what bodies are
invited into the archive via Muybridge’s groundbreaking work? What bodies and
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bodily narratives are legitimated as orderly, productive, and normal in the act of
archiving particular plates, for instance, and which bodies are excluded in the act of
archival inclusion, remaining as merely 1 plate amidst 784, erased in their relegation
to canonical absence?
In “Evidence, Truth and Order: Photographic Records and the Growth of the State,”
John Tagg contests that the photograph’s penchant for the archive or to be archivable
allows it to function as a harbinger of truth within a larger corpus demarcated as truth
only by these very evidentiary enunciations. That is, the photograph can be largely
decontextualized while still managing to support or validate certain and certain
versions of history, which makes it a particularly desirable technology in the creation
and cultivation of nationalist narratives. Because of its authenticating malleability,
photography has been invested, since the turn of the 20th century, with “a power
to see and record; a power of surveillance…[with] the power of the apparatuses of
the local state which deploys it” (64). As such, photography is mobilized by political
and governmental factions so as to manage and control shifts in economic, political,
and cultural order and security. It is in the photograph, particularly those which are
championed by institutional rhetorics as “normal,” then, that “we identify ourselves…
Yet however carefully observed, the represented body is an abstracted body: the
product of ideas that are culturally and historically specific, and in which the social
formation of the producer determines the appearance and meanings of the body”
(Callen 603).
In a particularly Foucauldian and biopolitical turn, then, those photographs that
are validated, nay privileged, through the act of archiving become important
technologies in the deployment of power as they organize, regulate, and manage
bodies. Presenting an articulation of space and time that is “unified, standardized,
and measurable” (Gunning 21), Muybridge uses photographic technology to break
down the body and the its fluidity into a rigid and linear and mechanical narrative
of forward motion; to order and flatten a complex and interconnected series of
muscular, sensory, intellectual, and psychological actions; to quite literally look at
the body as locomotion; as locomotive. If, as Anthea Callen supposes, “visual images
are…potent mediators of the lived experience of the body,” Muybridge’s Locomotion
series, particularly plates such as “Man with shotgun,” present and archive images of
the weaponized and mechanized body, a body that is quite literally mobilized through
the motion capture stills, as normal, “orderly,” and “docile” (Foucault 135). Perhaps
even more so, “Man with shotgun” is a body that warrants a presence; a being seen; a
space in the national archives and community as determined by its ability to adhere to
heteronormative, race- and class-based articulations of masculinity.
Through the form of the photographic composition, Muybridge evokes, as McRuer
notes of other institutional forms of “ordering” and composing, “a cultural practice
that would seem to be inescapably—even inevitably—connected to order. Webster’s
Dictionary authoritatively defines ‘composition’ as a process that reduces difference,
forms many ingredients into one substance, or even calms, settles, or frees from
agitation” (48). Yet, by mobilizing the very medium, the very act of composing
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and of ordering from which institutions and archives derive power, other forms of
visual practice and of photography—ulterior archives of photography perhaps—
can create friction and agitation. For example, where the malnourished, leaking
bodies of Agamben’s Muselmanner are, on account of their sickly, disorderly, and
unproductive bodies, excluded from the act of bearing witness and of seeing and
being seen, Hannah Wilke makes a critical space for re-imagining and re-narrativizing
the passive, sick non-subject. Known for her long career as a feminist artist, Wilke
brings her own cancer-ridden, scarred, shaped, and marked body into Art Historical
conventions of beauty (Figures 4-5) by simultaneously rupturing narratives of the
“ruined,” sick female body and the productive, “healthy” (and therefore “beautiful”)
female body—narratives which are validated and maintained by the very archives that
rely on and manufacture their disparateness.

Figure 4:

Tembeck, Tamar. “Exposed Wounds: The Photographic Autopathographies of Hannah Wilke and Jo Spence.”http://www.feldmangallery.com/media/wilke/ general%20press/Tembeck_RACAR.pdf
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Figure 5:

Tembeck, Tamar. “Exposed Wounds: The Photographic Autopathographies of Hannah Wilke and Jo Spence.” http://www.feldmangallery.com/media/wilke/ general%20press/Tembeck_RACAR.pdf

Conventional pictorial narratives of illness seek to evoke sympathy from the viewer
and shame in the viewed. In contrast, “while the artist is both socially and physically
marked by illness, she reworks this inscription for herself through autopathography.
In doing so, she provides a vehicle through which others can in turn reconsider their
understandings of sickness and its impact on identity” (Tembeck 90). Likewise,
Levin and Perrault argue that Nicole Jolicoeur’s work on nineteenth-century archives
of women2 “questions authorized epistemologies” by “troubl[ing] the archives she
uses by collecting, disassembling, and recollecting, in different ways, what was once
immobilized for preservation” (141).
Like these other body artists before me, I recognize that “the body—as activist, as
multiply identified, as a social enactment of a subject who is particularized beyond
norms and stereotypes—plays a central role” and aim to scrape against, agitate, and
unsettle these “norms and stereotypes” (Jones 697). Merely scratching the surface
of culturally “absent” embodiments, my project looks to reconfigure Muybridge’s
“locomotion” bodies, situating them within contemporary discourses of body weight
and health (Figures 6-8). Bringing these Muybridge-inspired questions from the late
19th century and into my current cultural and ideological frame of reference, my own
piece, entitled “archiv/ed: the body as archive/archiving the body,” explores what is
left out of the photo-archived body. In Muybridge’s archive of “animal locomotion,” I
argue that it is precisely the body itself that is absent in the archiving of its mechanics
and its motion; in ordering and sequencing only the body’s productivity and actions
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and forgetting its mutability, its scarred, marred, and potentially unruly surfaces and
interiorities, the series engineers and legitimizes particular discourses and ideologies
of “normal” and “true” bodies through the act of archiving. While Muybridge’s men
and women perform their minute actions, spread into staccato frames of captured
motion, each of their bodies bears its own lived archive, an archive of sense, of
feeling, of being embodied (Cvetkovich). This lived archive is an ever-present, everactualizing, everyday archive, which may or may not be antithetical, resistant, or in
opposition to the impulse to mobilize, disembody, andmechanize the corporeal self.
Nonetheless, it is absent from the photographs; therefore, it is abnormal or deviant.
My own piece (Figures 6-8) is comprised of three Muybridgean plates, printed onto
plastic transparencies and suspended in front of a large-scale projected wall collage.
In the first of my suspended compositions, I replicate a Muybridge plate as near to the
original as possible. Where Muybridge’s “Man with shotgun” weaponizes corporeality,
the mechanical actions of his body mirrored by those of his gun, my pictorial
enacts North American discourses surrounding the healthy and productive body, as
envisaged by paradigms of body weight and its associations with health. To this end,
I take my own body as subject: I weigh within my culturally appropriate/acceptable
weight range according to the Body Mass Index (BMI), which is culturally sanctioned
as the indicator of normalcy and health. I am participating in class-based weight
management activities (yoga) in my “leisure time” as a funded graduate student.
Yet, what underlies these actions, what is absent from the photographs of my
“normal” body’s motions are deviant histories and unruly every days. A formerly
“fat,”3 fat and eating disordered,4 disordered and underweight,5 and culturally
“normal” and disordered body, I bear these experiences with me every day, though
these embodied histories are barely visible or unknowable to those whom I encounter
and, for the most part, from the camera, photograph, and photographic archive.
Just as my title upsets the very linear and etymological foundations of the archive by
writing disorder or “ED” into the word “archive,” my proceeding compositions write
both the surface of my everyday body and its embodied histories into the frames,
previously allocated to the body’s movement, by bringing the lived body into the
photographic archive.
Rather than tracing the body’s mechanical lurches forward, frame by frame, the
second plate mobilizes the technological movement and the camera’s ability to shape,
frame, and narrate the body by moving forward not the body but the camera. Where
the first row maintains a Muybridgean locomotive aesthetic, the second and third
rows differ, falling out of step. As the body remains static, the images zoom in on
stretched and stretch-marked skin as well as their intersections with my own attempts
to narrate, to mark, and to write my body through ulterior forms of scarring: in the
instances pictured, tattooing; other inches of flesh reveal the thin, wisp-like etchings
of self-mutilated cuts. Rewriting narratives of the “normal” body as indicative of and
constituted by “health” and “order,” the final composite also diverges from a standard
Muybridge composite in the second and third rows. Where “Goat galloping” or “Man
with shotgun,” for example, capture different angles of the human and non-human
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body in motion, motions which give shape and order to—and are shaped and ordered
by—the corporeal narratives signified by Muybridge’s captions, my plate is composed
of a motion capture still of everyday eating disordered behaviours, specifically the
purge, which quite literally shapes my own body. Capturing the motion of the toilet
flushing following a purge episode, the toilet is a synechdoche for the behaviours
and embodied histories that are not charted on my own body, which are largely
imperceptible. “Though it may not visually portray” my body directly, the toilet in
this instance “sufficiently encapsulates the perceived or intended attributes” of my
embodied self (Oguibe 574).
Finally, where Muybridge’s piece posits finality and truth through the firm narrative
arc of the body’s motion, each image closely and precisely situated one preceding
the next, my archive of images does indeed stand alone, replicating some semblance
of sequential, and therefore narrative, order—as disorderly and disruptive as they
may be to the logics of Muybridge. However, printed on transparencies, my plates
give way, and give sight to the embodied histories, specifically the deviant, unruly,
and corpulent bodies that came before them. They make visible that which shaped,
stretched, etched, and wrote upon my “locomotive” body. What were once minor
etchings and slim lines of negative grid space in Animal Locomotion are now
enunciated and haunted by a collage of my former corporeal experiences, my former
“weight” lives, and my former weight-based identities and subjectivities. Hanging
behind my trio of composite transparencies is a collage of photographs from my late
childhood, through my teenage years, and into my early adulthood.6 These images
captured and represented both varying levels of cultural fatness as well as images
of the ideological “normal” eating disordered body: the “emaciated body of the
anorectic” (Bordo 2367). As Sekula reminds us, “the shock of montage, [or] when
pictures from antagonistic categories are juxtaposed in a polemical and disorienting
way” (445), has the potential to unearth mechanisms and investments of power
underlying photography and the photographic archive by scraping against or rubbing
together seemingly disparate or incongruous narratives or histories. In the case of my
collage, the flurry of photographs enact a rubbing together, a joining, and a blurring of
a history of embodied archives—a scraping against and weaving into one and another
of inextricable and inextricably bound selves, identities, and subjectivities.
In sum, my own archival project aims to expose and trouble the staccato articulation
of Muybridge’s mechanical, productive bodies by unearthing and exposing the unproductivity, the corporeal deviance, the excess, and the disorderliness that haunts
my every day. More broadly, “archiv/ed” has begun the project of bringing attention,
of illuminating archival gaps in the representation of embodied histories, which
function as a means of making bodies disorderly, deviant, or abnormal quite simply
through their very absence and lack of representation. By agitating, scraping, and
rubbing against these archival discourses, this project calls for a new way of seeing, of
being seen, and of showing the lived and everyday body.
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Figure 6:

Figure 7:
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Figure 8:
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Notes
1. Reflecting upon and theorizing their co-curated Scrapes: Unruly Embodiments in
Video exhibition, Sarah Brophy and Janice Hladki offer an important examination of the
McMaster Museum of Art and “how visual culture troubles the production of knowledge
about multiple embodiments, particularly disability subjectivities” within institutionalized
spaces in “Cripping the Museum: Disability, Pedagogy, and a Video Art Exhibition.”
(Forthcoming).
2. “One is the famous archive of photographs of (mostly) women held in the asylum at
Salpetriere, taken under the direction of the radical reformer Dr. Jean Martin Charcot.
Great numbers of these photographs have been reproduced, and they are familiar to
anyone with even a passing interest in psychoanalysis. The other archive is a collection
of photographs of a young woman, Therese Martin, taken by her sister when both were
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Carmelite nuns at Lisieux in France.”
3. Here, I use put quotations around “fat” so as to signal the culturally-constituted nature
of the term.
4. As pathologized by the DSM-IV.
5. As determined by the BMI.
6. Interestingly, and perhaps importantly, the amount of images that were available to
choose from decreased through the varying stages of my maturation, a progression which
is also linked to my increasing corpulence. I was absent from many of the photographs as I
did not want to be seen. Yet, these absences are equally as indicative of embodied histories
as those photographs that bear my physical likeness. What is particularly poignant about
this is, again, the inefficiencies of the archive, the photograph, and the photographic
archive to fully encapsulate or make a space for embodied selves.
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